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1.0

INTRODUCTION

This Report of Disposal Site Information (RDSI) describes the design and operation of the Walker Landfill
(WL)located in Mono County, California. This RDSI was developed originally in October of 1995 and was
subsequently amended in 1997, 2001, 2004, 2006 and 2007. This revision is intended to incorporate and
supersede all above amendments, and to reflect the most current information and data relating to the site, as
of January 2015. The document thereby includes information from the 1995 RDSI, subsequent amendments,
and current data that together form this updated and comprehensive RDSI.
Included in this RDSI are Figures that present the planned sequencing of disposal activities and the final
configuration of the site.
The facility is operated under Solid Waste Facility Permit No. 26-AA-0001, issued to the Mono County
Department of Public Works, located in Bridgeport, California. A copy of the Solid Waste Facility Permit for the
WL is included in Appendix A. The site also houses the Walker Transfer Station (WTS) that operates under a
separate EA Notification. WTS operations such as tonnage and traffic volumes are considered separately in
that EA notification, and are not considered as a part of this RDSI for Landfill operations.
This RDSI has been prepared in accordance with Section 21600, Article 2, Subchapter 3, Chapter 4 of the
California Code of Regulations (CCR) and describes the disposal site design, operations, controls, and recordkeeping at the WL. Compliance with the contents of this RDSI is the responsibility of the County's Solid Waste
Superintendent. The RDSI will be made available to employees involved in the daily operation of the landfill, as
well to regulatory agency personnel and other parties upon request. Routine waste disposal and cover
activities are performed by personnel and equipment from the Solid Waste Division of the Department of
Public Works. When necessary, additional personnel and equipment are available from the Road Districts
within the Department of Public Works.
Overall site planning, operations, and maintenance are administered by the Solid Waste Superintendent.
Supervision of field personnel assigned to perform landfill tasks is provided by the Solid Waste Facility
Supervisor. Both may be contacted through the Bridgeport office of the Mono County Department of Public
Works at (760) 932-5440.
The WL, which was opened in 1970 to replace two open dumps in the region (Triad, 1989), is a Class III
municipal solid waste landfill as defined by 27 CCR Section 20200. The facility is a combined landfill and
transfer station accepting non-hazardous solid waste and construction and demolition waste from a service
area that includes the communities of Walker, Coleville, and Topaz. In addition, waste is accepted from
residents in the neighboring unincorporated areas of Douglas County, Nevada who have been issued nonresident permits by the Mono County Department of Public Works.
The site is classified as a Class III Landfill by the Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB),
operating under Board Order R6T-2012-0025 (WDID No. 6A260012000). The Waste Discharge Requirements
were revised in June of 2010 to reflect that the site no longer accepts municipal waste, and made adjustments
to the water quality monitoring requirements accordingly.
A permanent split-level transfer station has been constructed on-site to manage the residential and
commercial waste streams and related waste diversion efforts. The facility is operated under a separate EA
Notification, and its operations are not considered as part of this RDSI for Landfill operations. The facility,
which was constructed on native soil north of the landfill footprint, consists of a 45-foot truck scale, gatehouse,
concrete tipping pad, concrete retaining wall, waste compactor, generator, 2 steel HHW lockers, a 500 gallon
used oil tank, and paved roadways. Daily activities at the transfer station are performed under contract by D&S
Waste, Inc. of Yerington, NV. Only inert debris and construction and demolition wastes remain onsite for
disposal. Residential and commercial waste is processed through the transfer station and hauled off-site for
disposal at either Mono County’s Benton Crossing Landfill, or through D&S Waste transfer facilities in Nevada
to Lockwood landfill. Other wastes requiring temporary on-site storage or stockpiling prior to processing,
recycling or special handling (e.g., tires, white goods, scrap metal, wood and green waste, used motor oil, and
household hazardous wastes) are managed through the transfer station.
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Contact information for site operators is as follows:
Landfill Operator
Mono County Department of Public Works
Post Office Box 457
Bridgeport, California 93517
Phone: (760) 932-5440
Transfer Station Operator
D&S Waste Removal, Inc.
Post Office Box 834
Highway 95 East
Yerington, NV 89447
Phone: (775) 463-3090
The Local Enforcement Agency (LEA) will be notified in writing in advance of any changes to the name, address,
or telephone number of the site operators. A copy of any notification will be maintained in the facility operating
record located at the Bridgeport office of the Department of Public Works.
If modifications to the operational procedures described herein become necessary in the future, regulatory
requirements shall be assessed to ensure that new or modified procedures satisfy compliance criteria. Prior to
implementation, a description of revised waste management practices will be submitted to the LEA, RWQCB,
and CalRecycle for review and approval. Approved modifications will be incorporated into the RDSI.

2.0

FACILITY OVERVIEW

The following section provides detailed information regarding the facility location, site plan description, waste
source and types, vehicle traffic, site capacity and site life projections, and the end use of the site.
2.1

Site Location

The WL is located at latitude 38°32' N and longitude 119°27' W, on 43.5 acres of land in the Antelope Valley
area of northern Mono County. The property is owned by the County of Mono and administered by the
Department of Public Works. The site is approximately 2.5 miles northeast of the community of Walker, as
illustrated on Drawing 1, Title Sheet and Location Map. The site address is 280 Offal Road, which is a County
maintained paved road extending approximately one-third of a mile east from Eastside Lane.
2.2

Site Plan Description

Drawing 2, Existing Topography and Facilities, illustrates the pre-disposal topography of the site. The base
topography was derived from the United States Geological Survey (U.S.G.S), Risue Canyon, California 7.5
Minute Quadrangle (1988).
2.2.1

Surrounding Land Use

The majority of land surrounding the landfill is publicly-owned and administered by the BLM. Bureau of Land
Management lands in the region are defined as resource management and are used predominantly for
recreation and livestock grazing. Land immediately adjacent to the landfill is zoned as ER, or estate residential,
to the southwest, and as RM, or resource management in the remaining acres. To the west of the landfill
property is a parcel zoned as LI, for light industrial. The landfill site is zoned for public or quasi-public facilities
(PF) in the Land Use Element of the Mono County General Plan. Therefore, the use of the property as a
municipal solid waste landfill is in agreement with local zoning ordinances.
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2.2.2

Facility Boundaries

The total area of the site is 43.5 acres, of which approximately 10.4 acres (i.e., approximate Solid Waste
Facility Permit [SWFP] waste footprint) are permitted for refuse disposal operations. The entire property is
owned and operated by the DPW. The proposed final contours of the site, which provide the vertical grading
limits of the landfill, have been designed to blend with the natural topography. The site has been constructed
to reflect a minimal increase in the elevation of the site as related to the surrounding topography. The
Final Grading and Drainage Plan (Figure 5) shows the property (facility) boundary, the 10.4 acre SWFP waste
footprint, the 7.6 acre Subtitle D footprint, existing facilities, easements, access road and gate, and the buffer
zones (those areas between the property boundary and the approximate disposal area footprint). The Site Plan
(Figure 2) was developed from a base map showing topography from an aerial survey dated 2008, with
updated topography of the refuse fill area from February 2013. As noted on the Site Plan (Figure 2), DPW will
not dispose of any waste other than inert waste (as defined in 27 CCR, Section 20230) outside of the
approximate 7.6-acre Subtitle D footprint without prior approval by the RWQCB.
2.3

Waste Source, Type, and Volume

In the past, the WL accepted mixed municipal refuse classified as Class III nonhazardous solid wastes, both
putrescible (organic) and non-putrescible (inert) waste, as defined in 27 CCR, Sections 20220 and 20230. The
mixed municipal waste generally consisted of residential and commercial wastes. Currently, mixed municipal
refuse is not accepted at the WL; however, as described in Section 1.3, mixed municipal waste is currently
processed through the WTS (which operates as a separate facility under an EA Notification, as discussed
above) and hauled off-site for disposal at another permitted Class III landfill. Inert debris, C&D waste, and
green waste are actively accepted at the WL and comprise the entirety of waste currently disposed on-site.
Loads of mixed municipal waste (e.g., commercial and residential) may be landfilled at WL in the event that
transfer station operations are temporarily discontinued due to unforeseen equipment breakdown, impassible
road conditions, or for other unforeseen circumstances and would require advanced approvals from the
RWQCB, LEA, and CalRecycle prior to landfilling any mixed municipal refuse. The WL does not accept waste
tires, scrap metal, appliances, household hazardous waste, or universal waste for disposal; rather, the transfer
station provides containers where such waste is temporarily stored until it is transported to the Benton
Crossing Landfill for proper management.
A brief description of each of the major waste categories and how they are handled is presented below.
2.3.1

General

The WL is utilized by residents and commercial operations in Antelope Valley, the communities of Coleville and
Walker, as well as the USMC Mountain Warfare Training Center at Pickel Meadows. All MSW and putrescible
wastes are accepted by the WTS and transferred off site. The WL accepts inert construction and demolition
waste, and inert green waste that do not require special handling procedures. Residential waste sources may
include single and multi-family residences, hoteIs, motels, ranger stations, campgrounds, and recreation areas.
Commercial wastes are those wastes which are non-industrial in nature and include solid waste generated by
stores, offices, restaurants, warehouses, and other non-manufacturing activities. Construction and demolition
debris includes wood wastes from land clearing, brush removal, and demolition activities, as well as gypsum
board, asphalt and concrete debris. Green waste and organic waste includes landscaping and yard debris,
manure, and clean soil. These wastes are accepted at the landfill within designated disposal or stockpile
areas.
2.3.2

High Liquid Content Wastes

The WL does not accept liquid wastes from any source.
2.3.3

Designated Wastes

The WL does not accept designated wastes for disposal.
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2.3.4

Hazardous Wastes

The WL does not accept for disposal any hazardous wastes as defined in 22 CCR Division 4.5. Small quantities
of household hazardous waste are accepted or otherwise removed from the waste stream and temporarily
stored in one of two hazardous waste lockers at the on-site transfer station. This waste is periodically
transported to the County's permanent household hazardous waste facility (PHHWF), located at the Benton
Crossing Landfill, for consolidation and proper packaging prior to removal by a licensed hazardous waste
hauler.
A Load-Checking Program has been implemented at the WL to prevent acceptance of unpermitted waste. The
Load-Checking Program is included in this RDSI as Appendix D.
Visual inspection of incoming loads is performed by the transfer station gate attendant, who evaluates each
load before directing the customer to the appropriate disposal area, depending upon whether the waste is
designated for transfer off-site, temporary on-site storage, or on-site burial. Visual inspection is also performed
at the landfill working face during compaction and cover operations. Household hazardous waste identified
and removed from incoming loads or the working face is temporarily stored in a containment unit on-site until it
can be transported to the PHHWF operated by the County at the Benton Crossing Landfill. Gate attendants are
routinely trained in procedures for load screening, conducting physical load inspections, and the proper
handling and storage of hazardous wastes. The procedures developed for the hazardous waste screening
program implemented at the site are discussed in further detail in Appendix D, and Section 7.12 of this RDSI.
2.3.5

Other Wastes Requiring Special Handling

The WL does not accept for storage or disposal any wastes which could create hazards or become a nuisance
to public health and the environment (e.g., powdery or dusty materials). Wastes which require special handling
are not accepted.
2.3.6

Waste Volumes

In 2012, approximately 340 tons of waste was received to the landfill. Of this waste, the majority was diverted
with only 70 tons being landfilled. Due to the limited service area and nature of inert wastes, daily loading
rates are highly variable at the WL. Although individual loads directed to the working face for burial are not
large in quantity, with a daily average of approximately two tons per day on an annual average, the site may
see spikes in activity over short periods depending upon the scope and frequency of local construction
activities, road projects, or neighborhood clean-up efforts. Disposal quantities also vary widely depending on
the time of year, with minimal disposal occurring between November and April and peaks typically taking place
during the construction season of May through October. These factors, particularly local construction
and demolition activities, may result in spikes of up to 50 tons per day.
Disposal quantities are determined by weighing each incoming load on the 45-foot truck scale operated at the
transfer station; each vehicle is directed across the truck scale upon arrival and prior to departure to establish
the net weight of waste delivered to the site.
2.4

Types and Quantities of Vehicles Entering the Facility

The WL serves a 25-mile corridor extending from the U.S. Marine Corps' Mountain Warfare Training Center at
Pickel Meadows on Highway 108 in the south to the community of Topaz on the California I Nevada border in
the north. The area is primarily residential and agricultural in nature, with a small commercial sector in Walker
consisting of restaurants, motels, and stores. Public agency facilities in the service area include the Marine
Corps Training Center, an elementary school and high school, an office of the Mono County Social Services
Department, and Public Works' Road District 5 maintenance shop.
Two franchise haulers, Mammoth Disposal and D&S Waste Removal, provide waste collection service to
residents and businesses in the Antelope Valley and roll-off debris box service to construction sites. Those who
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do not subscribe to commercial collection service self-haul their waste to the Walker disposal site. Customers
are typically comprised of residential and commercial self-haulers, construction contractors, and public agency
personnel. Vehicles accessing the site range from personal cars and SUVs (with or without trailers) and pickup
trucks to flatbed trucks and dump trucks. Large tractor-trailer style trucks, such as end dumps, do not typically
utilize the facility. Commercial waste collection vehicles (i.e., packer trucks and roll-off trucks) do not use either
the WL or WTS.
Traffic to the landfill is seasonal, with November through April traffic averaging 5 vehicles per day, and May
through October averaging 11 vehicles per day. On an annual average, customers utilize the WL at a rate of
fewer than three vehicles per day with a peak not exceeding 25 vehicles per day.
2.5

Site Capacity

The total permitted site capacity is 340,716 cubic yards, including in-place and remaining volumes for waste
and cover soil.
The total remaining site capacity is the difference between the final grading plan (see Figure 5) and the current
refuse fill grades (see Figure 2) (as of February 2013). The calculations of the remaining capacity were
developed by a registered engineer and are included in Appendix B of the PCPMP. This Appendix presents the
remaining site life/site capacity calculations for the site, which was approximately 114,337 cy as of February
2013 (the latest survey date of refuse fill area).
Using tonnage records from March 2013 through November 2014 and an estimate of December 2014, the
remaining capacity for WL was calculated to be approximately 113,232 cy. Appendix B of the PCPMP also
presents information regarding airspace, cover soil requirements, and remaining refuse capacity.
2.6

Site Life Projection

In order to calculate the site life for WL, the following criteria was utilized:





Refuse-to-Cover Ratio: 2:1
In-Place Refuse Density: 800lbs/cy
Days of Operation: 103 days/year
Growth Rate: Approximately 1%

Based on the above criteria, the WL will have a projected site life of approximately 350+ years from 2015.
Based on these factors such as current refuse inflow rate assumptions, compaction rates, and technology, the
site life of WL could extend to approximately 2380. However, the permitted estimated closure year will remain
at 2120 since these factors are variable and subject to change.
A summary of site capacity and site life calculations is included in Appendix B of the PCPMP. Section 1.6.2.2 of
the PCPMP also discusses factors affecting site capacity.
2.7

End Use of Site

The postclosure use of the Walker disposal site property will be a combination of open space for the landfill
portion of the site and transfer station operations where they currently exist. The open space designation is
consistent with surrounding land uses. All structures will be removed from the landfill portion of the site during
closure construction activities, but transfer station structures will remain. The existing perimeter fence and
locking entrance gate will remain in place and will be maintained throughout the postclosure maintenance
period.
2.8

Airport Safety

There are no airports or landing strips located within one mile of site property boundaries. The nearest airport
to the site is located in Bridgeport, approximately 34 miles to the south.
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3.0

REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS - PERMITS AND APPROVALS

The WL is operated under authority of Solid Waste Facility Permit No. 26-AA-0001, issued by the Mono County
Department of Health Services to the Mono County Department of Public Works. A copy of the permit is
included in Appendix A of this RDSI. The landfill also operates pursuant to approved Waste Discharge
Requirements per California Regional Water Quality Control Board Order R6T-2010-0025. The following
agencies provide regulatory oversight and/or permit approval authority for the WL:
Agency

Jurisdiction

CalRecycle
California Department of Toxic Substances Control
Mono County Community Development Department
Mono County Department of Health Services
Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board

Daily Disposal Activities
Hazardous Waste Mgmt.
Land Use / CEQA
Daily Operations / CUPA
Waste Discharge Activities

4.0

DISPOSAL SITE DESIGN

This section of the RDSI describes the features incorporated into the design of the WL for environmental
migration and regulatory compliance.
4.1

Figures and Design Plans

The Figures and Design Plans for the facility are illustrated in a variety of figures included with this RDSI and
PCPMP. The following summarizes the basic elements of each figure. Additional figures, associated details and
cross-sections can be found in the PCPMP.
4.1.1

Figures
Figure 1: Location and Vicinity Map
Figure 1 identifies the location of the WL in relation to State and boundaries and the local community.
Figure 2: Site Plan
Figure 2 delineates the site boundaries, existing topography, structures, and improvements. It also
shows the Subtitle D waste footprint, disposal areas and stockpiling areas.
Figure 3: Land Use Map
Figure 3 shows the Land Use Designations (zoning) of the landfill site as well as surrounding areas,
including a 1,000 foot radius around the site.
Figure 4: Pre-Landfill Topography
Figure 4 shows the topography of the landfill site and surrounding area, as determined by the USGS
Risue Canyon 7.5 min. quadrangle, 1988.
Figure 5: Final Grading and Drainage Plan
Figure 5 shows the preliminary final grading contours, the SWFP waste footprint, and the related
drainage plan for the site.
Figure 5A: Cross Sections
Figure 5A presents cross sections along two lines of section illustrated on Figure 5. The cross sections
depict the grade of the final cover in relation to the pre landfill topography of the site.
Figure 6: Detail Sheet
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Figure 6 includes design details for drainage features, as well as a profile of the proposed final cover
construction.
Figure 7: Hydraulic Sub-Area
Figure 8: Typical Landfill Gas Probe Detail
4.1.2

Leachate Collection and Removal System

The WL was permitted under regulations that pre-date the requirement for the installation of liner and leachate
collection systems. Therefore, no permanent leachate control systems have been installed at the facility. It is
not anticipated that the site will expand laterally; however, any future lateral expansions at the site will be
designed to comply with current regulatory requirements.
4.1.3

Surface Drainage Plans

The proposed drainage control systems for the final closure configuration are illustrated on Figure 5.
Associated details of the proposed drainage structures are presented in the PCPMP on Figure 6. The drainage
system has been designed to accommodate the anticipated volume of precipitation and peak run-off resulting
from a 100-year, 24-hr storm event. A detailed description of the information on these plans is presented later
in the disposal site control section of this document.
4.1.4

Site Access Plan

Figure 2, Site Plan, delineates the primary access road entering the landfill facility and includes access roads
within the facility boundaries. The site is accessed by a paved road extending one-third mile east of Eastside
Lane. Access roads within the facility and leading to the disposal areas are unpaved. Roads within the
boundaries of the landfill will be periodically watered and graded as necessary to prevent fugitive dust
generation.
4.1.5

Gas Management Plan

A Landfill Gas Monitoring and Control Program has been developed for the WL. The gas monitoring well
network was installed in 2011, under the supervision of SRK Consulting. The LFGMCP, and related well logs, is
included as Appendix C.
4.1.6

Groundwater Monitoring Plan

The WL currently has three wells for monitoring ground water quality (MW-l, MW-2, and MW-3). The up-gradient
well (MW-2) monitors ground water that flows into the landfill area from the hydraulically higher portion of the
drainage basin, and therefore provides background chemistry for constituents of concern. The down-gradient
wells (MW-l, MW·3) monitors ground water that has passed beneath the refuse area and exited the landfill site,
providing an early warning in the event of a contaminant release from the landfill. The monitoring wells were
installed in May, 1988 under the supervision of Kleinfelder, Inc. A detection monitoring program was initiated
at the site by Kleinfelder in June, 1988 beginning with the development of the monitoring wells. There have
been several contractors who have performed groundwater monitoring at the site since the initial monitoring
efforts. The consultant performing these services as of January 2015 is Team Engineering out of Bishop, CA.
Ground water is tested for the presence of metals, minerals, volatile organics, and general indicator
constituents. The list of chemical constituents and monitoring frequency are dictated by the Waste Discharge
Requirements established by the Lahontan RWQCB, included as Appendix H.
4.1.7

Representative Cross Section
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Figure 5A presents cross sections along two lines of section illustrated on Figure 5. The cross sections depict
the grade of the final cover in relation to the pre landfill topography of the site. Trench depth, as represented,
has been approximated based on past operational practices at the site. Waste is placed and compacted to
provide maximum utilization of the cells and to provide a working face configuration of 3:1 (horizontal to
vertical) or less. During cover activities, refuse is spread downward in layers less than 24 inches in initial
thickness, compacted with several passes of a track loader. A six-inch layer of clean cover soil is then applied
over the waste surface.
4.1.8

Design Details

Design details are illustrated on Figure 6. Detail A is a profile of the proposed final cover construction. Detail B
is a profile of the diversion drainage channel which will be constructed along the uphill side of the landfill. The
channel will collect and route potential run-on flows around the final closed surface of the landfill and into the
natural drainage course downstream. Detail C provides a profile of the proposed perimeter access road
construction, including a profile of the perimeter drainage channel. Water falling on the sideslopes of the
landfill cover is routed around the landfill in the perimeter drainage channel and then west along an internal
access road, away from the final closed surface of the landfill. Water falling on the top surface of the landfill is
directed downslope to the west, where it is intercepted by a headwall berm and directed west into a drop inlet.
The drop inlet feeds a corrugated metal pipe (CMP) sideslope drain which routes run-off into the perimeter
drainage channel and away from the landfill. Details G and H describe the sideslope drain which will channel
run-off from the surface of the landfill into the perimeter drainage channel. A CMPT-section will disperse the
energy generated in the sideslope drain and direct now into the perimeter drainage channel (Detail E).
The drainage control system at the WL has been designed to control the flow volume resulting from a 100·year,
24-hour storm event. Both storm water run-on and run-off will be collected and diverted into the natural
drainage course downstream from the landfill. Drainage facilities will be constructed in accordance with the
requirements of Title 14, CCR, Section 17778 and Title 23, CCR, Chapter 15, Section 2546(a).
Figure 8 details construction of the gas monitoring wells. The WL was permitted under regulations which predate the requirement for the installation of liner and leachate collection systems. Therefore, no permanent
leachate control systems have been installed at the site. Lateral expansions which may be subject to the new
solid waste regulations are not planned at this time.
4.2

Design Calculations

The following section describes the assumptions, procedures, and calculations used to determine design
parameters for the WL.
4.2.1

Site Capacity

WL’s permitted disposal area consists of approximately 10.4 acres within the 43.5-acre site boundary. The
total permitted design capacity for WL is 340,716 cubic yards (cy), including in-place and remaining volumes
for waste and cover soil. The total remaining site capacity is the difference between the final grading plan
(Figure 5) and the current refuse fill grades (Figure 2) (as of February 2013).
The remaining site life/site capacity calculations for the site include approximately 114,337 cy as of February
2013 (the latest survey date of refuse fill area). Using tonnage records through September 30, 2013, the
remaining capacity for WL was calculated to be approximately 114,169 cy.
4.2.2

Soil Availability

Readily available soil includes stockpiles from previous trench excavations, and clean soil received bythe site.
Additional on-site soil borrow sources are also available should soil stockpiles be depleted. This soil requires
screening for use as cover, but is readily available along the eastern boundary of the site. The remaining soil
stockpiles and on-site borrow sources should be sufficient for daily, intermediate, and final cover soil needs.
Soil availability is discussed further in the PCPMP.
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4.2.3

Seismic Stability

A slope stability analysis is required by 27 CCR, Section 21090 when the closure final
grading design includes final exterior slope faces steeper than 3:1 (horizontal to vertical) or
a geosynthetic component (e.g., GCL, geomembrane) are included as part of the final cover
system (configuration). The proposed final slopes for the WL were designed to have a final
fill gradient not exceeding 3:1. However, the final cover slopes will include a geosynthetic
component (i.e., GCL or geocomposite liner) and a stability stability analysis was calculations
were completed for WL (see PCPMP Appendix E-1 for details). The stability analysis concluded that
the final cover at the landfill is stable under static conditions. It should be noted that the
Seismic Safety Element included in the Mono County General Plan indicates that the WL is
not located in an area subject to liquefaction, nor is it located in an unstable area with poor
foundation conditions.
4.2.4

Settlement Analysis

A prediction of the total waste settlement to be expected following closure of the site was performed in the
Settlement Analysis (Vector Engineering, 1998) and included as Appendix E in the PCPMP. The prediction was
based on a study by Edil, et.al. (1990), entitled Settlement of Municipal Refuse. The Power Creep Law, used
extensively in modeling the transient creep behavior of engineering materials, was found to effectively
represent actual waste settlement in the field; this is the method that was applied to the WL analysis. Waste
input parameters for the model were taken from average data for the four sites examined in the study.
Because the WL is located in an arid climate and would therefore be less susceptible to biological and
chemical decay processes than the landfills examined by Edil (1990), it can be expected that the input
parameters used in the settlement prediction will yield conservative results and that the actual settlement may
be considerably less than predicted. In addition, with the conversion of landfill operations from municipal
waste disposal to inert wastes only, settlements resulting from the effect of biological decay will be further
minimized. The settlement calculations for the WL indicate that the maximum settlement expected for the 40
to 50 foot vertical expansion will be approximately 3.5 feet during the 30-year postclosure maintenance period.
With proper maintenance, the predicted magnitude of settlement will not significantly affect the ability of the
landfill slopes to promote drainage. In order to effectively monitor the settlement of the waste mass during the
postclosure period, permanent settlement monuments will be installed on the top deck of the final landfill
surface following closure construction. The settlement monument locations are depicted on Drawing 3, Final
Grading Plan.
4.2.5

Leachate Generation

As described above, the WL was permitted under regulations which pre-date the requirements for a composite
liner and leachate collection system. All future disposal operations will occur within the existing waste footprint,
and will therefore not require the installation of a liner or leachate collection system. As a result, leachate
generation predictions were not performed as part of the preparation of this RDSI.
4.2.6

Drainage System Capacity Requirements

Surface water drainage at the WL will be controlled by ditches, culverts, and interim drainage structures. Runon and run-off control systems are designed, constructed, and maintained to prevent flow onto the active
portion of the landfill during peak discharge from a 100-year, 24-hour storm event. Permanent drainage
structures will be lined or vegetated as appropriate to prevent erosion. Run-on control systems will consist of a
diversion drainage channel constructed north and east of the existing waste footprint. Run-off from the top
surface and side slopes of the landfill will be collected and controlled in permanent drains that will convey
water to the natural drainage course. During the development of the existing trench, temporary drainage
systems will be installed to control run-off. Drainage facilities will be inspected monthly and any required
maintenance will be performed to ensure that the system will function properly.
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4.2.7

Gas Generation and Air Emission Calculations

In accordance with the California Calderon requirements, Category II air quality monitoring was performed in
1988 at five Mono County landfills. The WL was included in this monitoring. Tests performed include emissions
screening, landfill gas tests, gas migration tests, and ambient air monitoring. Results of the analyses indicate
that the WL does not produce a significant amount of landfill gas (Triad, 1989).
The WL does not have an area which has received final cover, and does not have a gas collection system.
During construction of the final cover, a network of gas probes and vents will be installed on and around the
site. Gas monitoring probes have been installed as directed in Appendix C, the Landfill Gas Monitoring and
Control Program.
4.2.8 Soil Erosion Analysis
Intermediate cover slopes and the final landfill surface will be constructed to minimize erosion and protect the
integrity of the cover. This will be accomplished through operational practices and by the establishment of
vegetative cover. Soil loss and erosion will be minimized by maintaining relatively shallow slopes which are
sufficient to promote drainage without enhancing the scouring effect of run-off. Vegetative species selected will
require a minimum amount of maintenance and have a rooting depth which will not penetrate the infiltration
barrier layer. The type of vegetation selected will also be based on the speed of germination and growth, the
surface coverage, level of self-propagation, and resistance to environmental stresses such as disease and
landfill gas. A Soil Loss Analysis (Vector Engineering, 1998) was performed to estimate of the potential soil loss
that the WL may suffer during closure construction and the subsequent postclosure maintenance period. The
results of the analysis, which was performed using the Universal Soil Loss Equation, have been included as
Appendix G of the PCPMP. The analysis predicts a total soil loss of 8.88 tons per acre in the initial year of
construction and 0.55 tons per acre for each subsequent year, or a total of 0.0074 inches from the landfill
surface during the postclosure period.

5.0

DISPOSAL SITE IMPROVEMENTS

The WL itself does not have an operations office, but a skid-mounted, portable scalehouse is installed at the
transfer station and serves as an office for both site operations. No permanent utilities are available on-site, so
the gate attendant is provided with bottled water and a portable toilet is maintained by the transfer station
operations contractor.
Although the scalehouse is not equipped with power, the truck scale, scale indicator, and printer are powered
by an industrial generator located adjacent to the transfer station waste compactor. The site is operated only
during daylight hours, so outdoor lighting is unnecessary.
Cellular telephones are assigned to the Solid Waste Superintendent and the Solid Waste Facility Supervisor;
the scalehouse is also equipped with a cellular telephone by the transfer station operations contractor. In
addition, two-way radios operated on the County's communications system are installed in County vehicles and
all heavy equipment; these radios have the ability to switch between County frequencies as necessary,
including that for the Benton Crossing Landfill, those for Public Works' four other channels, and those for
emergency response agencies.
A four-strand barbed-wire fence is installed along the western and southern boundaries of the property, and a
steep mountainside provides a geographic constraint for unauthorized access from the north and east of the
site. Site access from Offal Road is controlled by an entrance gate constructed of steel tubing; the gate is
locked except during site operating hours. Site access roads are constructed of compacted asphalt concrete
road grindings to the transfer station and native soils consisting of decomposed granite and gravel from the
transfer station to the landfill working face. Site soils are granular in nature and free of clay, which provides a
suitable material as an all-weather surface for the landfill access road.
Site signs posted both at the entrance, at the scalehouse, and throughout both the landfill and transfer station
operations areas provide customers with pertinent site information such as gate fees, disposal locations, and
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prohibited waste warnings. The site entrance sign provides the days and hours of operation, holidays observed
at the site, and contact telephone numbers for both the Department of Public Works, as site operator, and its
transfer station operations contractor, D&S Waste. Additional facilities located at the transfer station consist of
roll-off recycling bins for beverage containers and cardboard, a waste oil storage tank, and two secondarycontainment lockers for temporary storage of household hazardous and universal wastes. With the exception
of fixed structures such as the truck scale foundation and transfer station walls, slabs, and pavement, all
facilities at the transfer station are temporary and portable.

6.0

DISPOSAL SITE OPERATIONS

The following section provides detailed information regarding the day-to-day operations of the WL, including the
hours of operation, personnel requirements, equipment utilization, and waste handling procedures.
6.1

Hours of Operation

The WL is open to the public eight hours per day on Wednesdays and Saturdays. County personnel may be onsite during daylight hours on any day to perform routine activities, including snow removal, compacting and
covering waste, generating and hauling cover soil, managing material stockpiles, processing diverted
materials, and completing other maintenance tasks. The site observes four holidays per year, consisting of
New Year's Day (January 1), Independence Day (July 4), Thanksgiving, and Christmas (December 25). The
holidays and two operating days per week result in an operating schedule of approximately 100 days per year.
Nobody is authorized to access the site on landfill holidays.
Public Landfill Operating Hours:
Wednesdays
7:30 am – 3:30 pm
Saturdays
7:30 am – 3:30 pm
6.2

Personnel

The Mono County Department of Public Works, Solid Waste Division, is responsible for day-to-day operations at
the WL. As such, the department is responsible for ensuring that the proper staffing levels, personnel training,
and supervision are available for the safe and uninterrupted operations at the site. Mono County contracts with
D&S Waste Removal, Inc., for the daily operation of the transfer station located on the same property as, and
to the north of, the landfill. The contractor is required to furnish sufficient personnel necessary to perform gate
attendant functions, transfer truck operation, and staff supervision.
6.2.1

Minimum Numbers and Qualifications

The site is currently staffed with one gate attendant (furnished by the transfer station operations contractor)
during hours the landfill is open to the public. County personnel from the regional landfill are used on an asneeded basis for stockpile management, materials processing, and removal of household hazardous and
universal wastes. Personnel from Public Works' Road Division are available to provide maintenance to access
roads and snow removal, as well as personnel form the Parks and Facilities Division to perform maintenance
projects. Mono County arranges for independent contractors to perform sampling of ground water monitoring
wells. Landfill tasks may require up to four employees depending upon the extent of the work to be performed,
but routine waste compaction and cover activities are typically limited to one or two equipment operators. If
necessary to fill in for absent landfill personnel, to complete site tasks, or to satisfy other operational
requirements, personnel from any of the five Road Districts within the Department of Public Works are also
available for temporary assignment on an as-needed basis.
The gate attendant is responsible for preparing and compiling gate transaction records, including gate receipts,
and performing load-checking on incoming loads to prevent disposal of prohibited waste.
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6.2.2

Training

Landfill personnel are trained in accordance with 27 CCR Section 20610 through a variety of means, including
the following:
The Solid Waste Facility Supervisor conducts a monthly training meeting at the Benton Crossing Landfill,
addressing landfill-specific topics such as proper equipment operation, traffic safety, handling difficult loads,
working in dusty conditions, or responding to a landfill fire. The initial monthly session is followed up with three
weekly tailgate meetings conducted by the Solid Waste Facility Supervisor on similar topics within the same
subject.
All personnel are trained in the details of site-specific plans, including the Injury and Illness Prevention
Program (IIPP), the Emergency Response Plan, and the Load-Checking Program.
The Solid Waste Facility Supervisor maintains certification in the California-specific version of the Management
of landfill Operations (MOlO) training offered by the Solid Waste Association of North America (SWANA).
The Solid Waste Superintendent, or the Benton Crossing Solid Waste Facility Supervisor are responsible for
training subordinates in site-specific operations; and, landfill personnel attend, when possible, other County
training events (such as first aid, defensive driving, traffic control, first-responder, or hazardous waste
operations training) to minimize overall program costs.
Documentation of personnel training is maintained in the operating record for the site at the Mono County
Department of Public Works office in Bridgeport.
Transfer Station Contractor D&S Waste performs monthly training of employees, covering topics pertinent to
site solid waste operations and maintenance, hazardous materials recognition and screening, use of
mechanized equipment, environmental controls, emergency procedures and the requirements of Article 6.2.
Records of such training history are maintained and available for inspection.
6.2.3

Supervision and Communication

The Solid Waste Superintendent is responsible for ensuring that County disposal sites are operated in
compliance with State minimum standards and permit conditions. In addition, the Solid Waste Superintendent
oversees the training program for personnel assigned to solid waste activities. Daily supervision and
scheduling of landfill activities is provided by the Solid Waste Facility Supervisor. The organizational structure
of the County's solid waste program, including contract operations and personnel assigned to each site, is
presented in the flowchart included in Appendix F.
Communication at the site is provided primarily through cell phones. The Transfer Station operator is required
to provide cell phones for the gate attendants on staff at WL. When Mono County staff is on site, many
individuals carry County-issued cell phones and also possess radios in county vehicles.
6.2.4

Safety Equipment

In addition to the Personal Protective Equipment used by landfill staff as prescribed by the Injury Illness and
Prevention Plan for the County Solid Waste Division, the Transfer Station contractor is required to provide
emergency eye wash, a first aid kit, fire extinguisher and carbon monoxide detector for use by the gate
attendant.
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6.2.5

Emergency Contact List

The emergency contact list on the following page provides names, addresses, and telephone numbers for
response personnel should there be an emergency at the WL. A detailed emergency contact list, a copy of
which is enclosed in Appendix F, is posted in the gatehouse and is furnished to both the full-time gate
attendant and the LEA.
Contact Entity

Contact Person

Phone Number

Department of Public Works
P.O. Box 457, Bridgeport, CA 93517

Tony Dublino

(760) 932- 5440

Environmental Health Division (LEA)
P.O. Box 476, Bridgeport, CA 93517

Louis Molina

(760) 932-5580

D&S Waste Removal, Inc.
P.O. 834, Yerington, NV 89447

Kevin Brown

(775) 463- 3090

Antelope Valley Fire Protection District
1129 Larson Lane, Coleville, CA 96107

Chief Mike Curti

(530) 495- 2900

Emergency - Mono County Sheriff
6.3

911

Equipment

The following section describes the type and quantity of equipment that is available at the WL for daily
operations.
6.3.1

Minimum Equipment Requirements

The Solid Waste Facility Supervisor is responsible for ensuring that equipment sufficient in quantity and
capacity is available to maintain safe and efficient waste management standards at the landfill. Equipment
utilized for compaction and covering, grading, wood chipping, or completion of other projects at the WL is
transported to the site on an as-needed basis by Road District personnel. Heavy equipment consisting of a
bulldozer, two wheel loaders, two motor graders, two dump trucks, and water truck available from Public
Works' Road District 5 (Walker) is utilized to perform routine waste compaction and covering activities and
other operations at the WL.
6.3.2

Standby Equipment

Standby equipment is available from the Benton Crossing Landfill, from any of the County's five Road Districts,
and from the Parks & Facilities Division, all of whom are divisions within the Department of Public Works.
Heavy equipment available from these divisions include bulldozers, wheel loaders, motor graders, a scraper,
water trucks, dump trucks, belly-dumps, low-boy trailers, backhoes, and road sweepers. If necessary, personnel
are available from the other Public Works divisions to operate the heavy equipment. Small tools and other
equipment are also available from these divisions, including welders, generators, compressors, pressure
washers, chain saws, and hand tools. Heavy equipment can be rented from suppliers in Reno or Carson City,
Nevada; hand tools and smaller equipment are available for rent from vendors in Mammoth Lakes, Bishop,
and Gardnerville, Nevada. Cashman Equipment (Reno), which also has an office in Mammoth Lakes, is the
most likely option for rental of heavy equipment.
6.3.3

Equipment Preventative Maintenance

Road District personnel are responsible for the regularly scheduled inspection and maintenance of all
equipment. The inspection ensures that the equipment is in safe operating condition and that fuels and
lubricants are maintained at proper operating levels. County mechanics perform minor repairs, parts
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replacement, and preventative maintenance of landfill equipment either at the landfill, at the Road District 5
maintenance shop in Walker, or at the County's fleet maintenance shop in Bridgeport. All County on-road
vehicles and off-road heavy equipment undergo a standardized maintenance program. Major repairs are
typically performed by County mechanics at the Bridgeport fleet maintenance shop or, if necessary, by vendors
in Reno, Nevada. If major repairs are required, the equipment is hauled by tractor-trailer by Road District
personnel to its destination.
6.4

Material Handling Activities

Specifics regarding the handling of waste materials, including unloading, spreading, and compaction, are
discussed in the following section.
6.4.1

Construction Sequencing

As of March 2014, landfill activities are contributing to a vertical expansion of the waste footprint according to
the below diagram, in Area A. Once this area has reached a rough final grade, landfilling activities will proceed
to area B, C, D, and E. The final Area F is within the 10.4 acre waste footprint, but it is currently occupied by the
WTS. Waste would not be placed in Area F unless the WTS is abandoned or relocated. If it is determined that
the WTS will remain in its current location, waste would not be placed in Area F and the Final Closure Plan
would reflect this change. The working face in each area will move in the direction indicated below. These final
lifts will vary in thickness, according to the recent site survey and available fill volumes shown in Appendix B. In
the event that Mono County decides that a lateral expansion is necessary, plans and specifications regarding
operations and construction sequencing will be submitted to the Mono County Local Enforcement Agency
(LEA), CalRecycle, and the Regional Water Quality Control Board (RWQCB) for approval.
Fill Sequencing Diagram
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6.4.2

Unloading

Currently, waste designated for disposal is unloaded at delineated area adjacent to the active working face.
The unloading area is approximately 60 feet wide. Wherever possible, bulky metal waste is removed from the
waste and transported to Benton Crossing Landfill.
6.4.3

Spreading and Compacting

The WL currently utilizes a track dozer for waste compaction. Waste is placed and compacted in such a
manner as to provide maximum utilization of the airspace and to provide a working face of 3:1 (horizontal to
vertical) or less. Refuse is spread in layers approximately 24 inches in thickness before compaction. If
compaction takes place on a slope, the refuse is spread and compacted from the base upward. The slope ratio
is maintained at a 3:1 angle to achieve the maximum compaction with the equipment used. Each waste layer
receives up to five passes with the compaction equipment. Compacted densities are estimated to approach
800 pounds per cubic yard after three to five passes with a track dozer. A six-inch layer of clean cover soil is
then applied to the waste surface at the conclusion of cover activities. The size of the working face is
maintained at a width of no more than 60 feet to afford optimum control of waste placement, compaction and
cover application, and to minimizethe attraction of vectors. At all times, a working face slope of 3:I or flatter will
be maintained, and waste will be spread and compacted from the base upward.
6.4.4

Special Handling Procedures

Hazardous and liquid wastes are not accepted at the WL. Construction and demolition debris such as concrete,
asphalt paving, structural steels, wood materials, and other construction materials are placed at the base of
the active face and compacted in lifts not exceeding four to five feet in compacted thickness. White goods and
salvageable metal waste is segregated from the waste stream and processed through the transfer station for
recycling. These wastes are temporarily stored in a debris box at the transfer station; when the box reaches
capacity, it is transported to the Benton Crossing Landfill where the metal wastes are stockpiled until
processing by a contractor prior to market delivery. Waste tires are temporarily stored in the same debris box
at the transfer station as scrap metal and appliances are periodically hauled to the Benton Crossing Landfill.
Tires are then removed from the debris box and stacked in a box trailer staged at the landfill until it reaches
capacity. At that time, the County's contractor hauls the trailer to market. A similar procedure occurs with
household hazardous wastes and universal wastes. This material is temporarily stored in metal storage sheds
with secondary containment. County personnel from the Benton Crossing Landfill periodically collect the waste
and transport it to the landfill where it is bulked and stored until processing and removal by a licensed
contractor.
6.4.5

Periodic Cover

The Solid Waste Division currently arranges the equipment and personnel necessary for excavation and
hauling of cover soil and the routine spreading, compaction, and cover of waste at the WL. A request for an
alternative cover frequency (90 days) pursuant to 27 CCR 20680(f) received CalRecycle concurrence and was
approved by the LEA on August 31, 2004. Due to decreasing waste volume, it is now proposed to perform
cover activities of construction and demolition wastes two times per year at a minimum, not to exceed 180
days. Should the request be approved, cover activities would be scheduled during the first week of May and
November and in the event that more than 30 tons of C&D waste accumulated between cover, additional cover
activities would be scheduled to maintain an orderly disposal area.
6.4.6

Intermediate Cover Placement

Using the area fill method, intermediate cover is placed on the top of the waste lift as it progresses. The Solid
Waste Facility Supervisor is responsible for evaluating cover needs. During cover activities, the waste is
compacted in lifts not exceeding four to five feet in compacted thickness. Then, earthen material is placed and
compacted to a depth of at least twelve (12) inches on all waste surfaces, in accordance with the approved
cover frequency for the site, to control vectors, fires, odors, blowing litter, and scavenging.
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6.4.7

Final Cover Placement

Several factors were taken into consideration in determining the final cover design for the WL, including the
geometry of the existing landfill, local climatic conditions, potential landfill settlement, available final cover
materials, desired performance criteria, erosion protection, vegetative growth, and end use at closure. Based
on these parameters, it was determined that an alternative final cover design utilizing a geosynthetic clay liner
(GCl) as the barrier layer component would be appropriate. Approval of alternative cover systems is allowed in
27 CCR, Section 20080(b) in cases where the discharger demonstrates that:
(1) The construction of prescriptive standard is not feasible as provided in subsection (c) of Section
20080, and
(2) There is a specific engineered alternative that:
(A) is consistent with the performance goal addressed by the particular construction or
prescriptive standard, and
(B) affords equivalent protection against water quality impairment.
As stipulated in subsection (c) of Section 20080, to establish that the prescriptive standard
is not feasible the discharger must demonstrate that the prescriptive standard:
(1) is unreasonably and unnecessarily burdensome and will cost substantially more than alternatives
which meet the criteria in subsection (b) of Section 20080; or
(2) is impractical and will not promote attainment of applicable performance standards.
The proposed alternative final cover design will meet or exceed the prescribed performance
criteria and will be more economical for site closure than prescriptive standards. An alternative final cover
design will consist of the following (from bottom to top):
• a minimum 2-foot thick foundation layer (1-foot placed as intermediate cover);
• a GCl as a barrier layer;
• a geotextile drainage layer; and
• a minimum 18-inch thick vegetative layer containing no waste or leachate, placed on top of the GCl
or drainage layer.
A typical cross-section of the alternative final cover system is shown on Figure 6. The proposed alternative final
cover configuration has been designed to:
• Provide the containment of waste materials, preventing vectors (by people and animals) from
interacting with the refuse mass;
• Limit additional moisture and air from entering the refuse to reduce the likelihood for fires below the
final cover;
• Eliminate the potential for odors emanating from the landfill surface;
• Encapsulate the refuse prism to prevent any litter potential;
• Minimize the landfill gas generation potential, thereby reducing migration potential, and,
• Provide for an aesthetically pleasing open-space appearance, consistent with postclosure land use
guidelines.
Approval of this design by the RWQCB is required prior to implementation of this alternative final cover system.
DPW will notify the RWQCB, the LEA, and CalRecycle of changes to the borrow sources and related costs, if any.
6.4.8

Cover Availability

Final cover soil sources for the landfill include on-site soil borrow areas (eastern portion of the existing waste
footprint) and stockpile areas.
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6.5

Salvaging and Volume Reduction

Salvaging and scavenging by the public are not allowed at the WL, as specifically stated on the site entrance
sign. Segregated stockpile areas for demolition materials and white goods are established at the site; the
public is directed to these areas with signs. The policies for salvaging and volume reduction are discussed
below.
6.5.1

Salvaging

Salvaging by the public is currently not allowed at the WL. Salvaging procedures are carried out by the landfill
attendant and include the segregation of white goods and bulky metal wastes from the waste stream, as
necessary. These wastes are stockpiled in a designated area of the landfill and are periodically transferred to
the Benton Crossing Landfill. Clean wood waste is processed on site, and made available for public re-use.
In an effort to achieve additional diversion, the county is considering the development of a Materials Salvaging
Plan, If the plan is eventually adopted, a copy would be forwarded to the LEA and included within this RDSI. The
draft plan describes the procedures to assure the activities would be conducted in a planned and controlled
manner.
6.5.2

Storage of Salvage

White goods and metal wastes are temporarily stored in an open top 40 yd roll-off bin, located at the Transfer
Station, until the bin is eventually transported off-site and recoverable materials are separated and recycled.
Should the county adopt a Materials Salvaging Plan, the plan would delineate an area and method for the
temporary storage of salvageable items.
6.5.3

Removal of Salvage

Metal waste and white goods are stockpiled on-site and transferred off-site as necessary. There is no inherent
fire hazard associated with this type of waste. Such unprocessed materials are stored for a period not to
exceed one year. Processed materials such as crushed aggregate and wood chips are stockpiled on site until
they are beneficially re-used. Records of removal frequency for each type of material are maintained by the
operator.
6.6

Non-Salvageable Items

Salvaging by the public is not allowed at the WL. The landfill attendant is responsible for ensuring that items
are not salvaged by the general public. The landfill attendant will not salvage, or allow to be salvaged, any
drugs, cosmetics, food, beverages, hazardous chemicals, poisons, medical wastes, syringes, pesticides, or any
other item which may cause a health or safety problem.
6.7

Volume Reduction and Energy Recovery

There are no other programs planned for volume reduction or energy recovery at the WL.
6.8

Health and Safety

The following section describes the facilities and conveniences which will be provided at the landfill for
personnel and the general public, including sanitary facilities, a potable water supply, communications
equipment, lighting, and safety equipment.
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6.8.1

Sanitary Facilities

A portable sanitary facility will be provided for site personnel. Records of toilet facility service by a licensed
pumping company shall be maintained at the landfill or County offices and made available for inspection upon
request.
6.8.2

Potable Water

Potable water will be provided for site personnel. The water supply will consist of bottled water, will be
maintained in the gatehouse, and will comply with minimum Health Department requirements.
6.8.3

Communications

During the hours of operation, the landfill attendant will be equipped with a cellular phone. Although the phone
is not intended for routine public use, it will be made available to the public for emergency purposes. In
addition, all county vehicles are equipped with two-way radios which are dispatched through the base station
at the Mono County Road Department.
6.8.4

Lighting

Landfill operations are conducted only during daylight hours.
6.8.5

Safety Equipment

Fire extinguishers are mounted on each piece of heavy equipment and in each County vehicle. An additional
fire extinguisher and a first aid kit will be mounted in the gatehouse. Landfill personnel are trained in the use of
each of the four basic types of fire extinguishers.

7.0

DISPOSAL SITE CONTROLS

The following section provides a detailed review of site controls relating to the following: leachate
management; vadose zone, ground water, and landfill gas monitoring; nuisance, fire, dust, and vector control;
drainage, erosion, litter, noise, odor, and traffic control; and, hazardous waste screening.
7.1

Leachate Management Plan

The WL was permitted under regulations which pre-date the requirement for the installation of liner and
leachate collection systems. Therefore, no permanent leachate control systems have been installed within the
disposal boundaries. Future municipal waste disposal activities will be confined to the existing waste footprint,
and therefore, will not require the installation of a liner or leachate collection system.
7.1.1

Leachate Control and Monitoring

The WL does not have a leachate control and monitoring system. Future disposal activities will be confined to
the existing waste footprint, and will therefore not require the installation of a liner or leachate collection and
monitoring system. Should surfacing leachate be detected during the course of cover activities or quarterly
inspections, the public will be excluded from these areas by fencing the area with caution tape. The tape shall
establish a perimeter no less than 50’ around the area.
7.1.2

Vadose Zone Monitoring

The vadose zone monitoring system is described in the Landfill Gas Monitoring and Control Program, included
as Appendix C.
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7.1.3

Groundwater Monitoring

The WL currently has three wells for monitoring ground water quality (wells MW-1, MW-2, and MW-3). The upgradient well (MW-2) monitors ground water that flows into the landfill area from the hydraulically higher
portion of the drainage basin, and therefore provides background chemistry for constituents of concern. The
down-gradient wells (MW1, MW-3) monitor ground water that has passed beneath the refuse area and exited
the landfill site, providing an early warning in the event of a contaminant release from the landfill. The
monitoring wells were installed in May, 1988 under the supervision of Kleinfelder, Inc. A detection monitoring
program was initiated at the site by Kleinfelder
in June, 1988 beginning with the development of the monitoring wells.
The monitoring program is intended to determine both background and down-gradient concentrations of
indicator parameters and leachate constituents. Ground water is tested for the presence of metals, minerals,
volatile organics, and general indicator constituents. The monitoring frequency, and specific chemical
constituents being monitored, are dictated by the RWQCB's Waste Discharge Requirements, included as
Appendix H.
The site ground water monitoring wells MW-I and MW-3 are constructed using 4 inch diameter, Schedule 40,
flush-threaded PVC casing. Monitoring well MW-2 is constructed using 5 inch diameter PVC casing. The
screened sections of the monitoring wells were completed using machine-slotted well screen equipped with
0.020 inch diameter slots. The annular space opposite the screen section was filled with Monterey #3 clean
sand. Bentonite pellets were placed at the top of the sand pack. The remaining annular space was grouted
with a cement/bentonite mixture. The boring logs are reproduced in Appendix I and illustrate the well
construction and soil types for each well. Well locations are illustrated on Figures 2 and 3.
7.2

Gas Control and Monitoring

The Landfill Gas Monitoring and Control Program is included as Appendix C, and describes the existing gas
monitoring well network, and methods.
The WL does not have an area which has received final cover, and does not have a gas collection or control
system. During construction of the final cover, it is expected that an additional network of gas vents, and
perhaps additional probes, will be installed on and around the site.
7.2.1

Monitoring System

The Landfill Gas Monitoring and Control Program was designed by a registered civil engineer and is included as
Appendix C.
7.2.2

Gas Control or Recovery System

The Landfill Gas Monitoring and Control Program is included as Appendix C and describes the existing gas
monitoring well network, and monitoring methods. At the present time, there is no landfill gas control or
recovery system at the WL. At such time that a gas control or recovery system is required and installed, landfill
gas will be extracted through an approved recovery system.
7.2.3

Monitoring

Gas monitoring will be performed on a quarterly basis during the operational life of the landfill, and during the
postclosure maintenance period. Monitoring will continue for a period of thirty years after the final receipt of
waste in accordance with the plan described in the PCPMP.
7.2.4

Gas Condensate Collection System
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At the present time, there is no landfill gas condensate collection system at the WL. At such time that a gas
collection system is required and installed, gas condensates will be extracted through an approved collection
system.
7.2.5 Reporting
The results of the gas monitoring will be submitted to the LEA within 90 days of sampling, unless compliance
levels are exceeded. The results will include the concentration of methane in each probe, together with
information regarding the personnel and general conditions in which the sample was obtained. Should the
compliance levels be exceeded, the LEA will be immediately notified of the problem. Within 7 (seven) working
days, results will be verified and a letter will be submitted to the LEA, and placed in the operating record for the
facility that describes the levels of methane and trace gas detected, a brief description of the nature and extent of
the problem based on information currently available, the steps taken to protect public health and safety and the
environment, and a brief description of any further corrective actions that the operator or others need to take to
adequately protect public health and safety and the environment.
7.3

Nuisance Control

There have been no complaints from residents regarding the landfill operations. The nearest dwelling in the
vicinity of the landfill is one-half mile from the landfill. The landfill is characterized as a low use rural landfill,
and all landfill operations are performed during daylight hours. The use of heavy equipment at the site is
limited to compaction and cover soil application on a quarterly basis, and occasional maintenance needs. As a
result, very little noise is generated from daily operations. Due to the rural nature and relatively small size of
the WL, the site will not create a public nuisance and will be operated in compliance with all existing
regulations.
7.4

Fire Control

The following fire prevention measures are executed at the WL:
Combustible materials are restricted at the facility. Combustible liquid wastes are prohibited, and soils
contaminated with petroleum products will not be accepted. Load inspection and identification practices are
discussed in the hazardous materials section of this RDSI.
Open burning of materials is prohibited at the WL.
Deposited wastes are covered in accordance with the approved method and frequency, and compacted to a
density of approximately 800 pounds per cubic yard. Cover and compaction will reduce the air spaces in which
explosive gases can accumulate, thus decreasing the risk of explosive gas migration or ignition.
Separation between stockpiles of combustible materials such as wood waste and organics shall be maintained
at no less than 40 feet between piles, and piles themselves shall not exceed 40 feet in any direction.
Spark arresters are used on all equipment, including heavy machinery and support equipment.
The gatehouse conforms to all applicable building codes and is equipped with a fire extinguisher.
Landfill personnel are prepared to provide immediate fire suppression in the event of a fire at the active face
or within a structure. Fire extinguishers are mounted on all site equipment and County vehicles. In the event o f
a fire at the active face or within the waste mass, stockpiled cover soils will be used to smother the burning or
smoldering area. Water will not be applied to the active face unless absolutely necessary. In the event of an
uncontrolled fire, or a fire that cannot be managed by on-site personnel, the local volunteer Fire Department or
the Mono County Road Department will be contacted. On arrival at the facility, the Fire Department will assume
responsibility for continued fire abatement activities. Due to the open area of the facility, access roads and
perimeter ditches will effectively serve as fire breaks around the site. An entry will be made into the operating
record of all fires occurring at the site. The record will state the date and lime the fire is reported, location of
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fire, suspected cause of fire, measures used to control the event, reported accidents or injuries sustained in
suppressing the fire, and whether an emergency response team was dispatched to the scene.
The WL operates in full compliance with California Department of Forestry fire safety requirements. A minimum
distance of 20 feet is kept clear around all piles and disposal areas, and all internal and external access roads
are properly maintained to allow for the passage of emergency vehicles.
7.5

Dust Control

Water will be applied by a water truck on an as-needed basis to the facility access roads, haul roads, and
borrow areas, and will reduce or prevent fugitive dust generation. In addition, heavy equipment operation will
be suspended during periods of high winds.
7.6

Vector and Bird Control

As all putrescible waste is processed in the Transfer Station compactor, vectors and birds are not a significant
problem at the WL. Nonetheless, the occasional nuisance has developed, and mitigation plans were developed
as the issues begin to interfere with normal daily operations of the landfill. Examples of these developing
nuisances and responding mitigations are discussed below.
In the height of the summer, snakes have been observed near and around the piles of wood waste. Signs have
been placed to caution the public about this danger, and to encourage avoidance. If the sightings become a
daily occurrence, landfill staff is sent to the site to either perform shredding of the piles, or to move the piles
around the site in a way that disrupts the available harborage.
Bears have not presented a problem at the landfill, but have been attracted to the Transfer Station by the odor
of putrescible waste. The compactor is designed in such a way that it leaves a small access path between the
piston and the compactor bin, which bears have successfully reached into and removed garbage. This success
has brought them back time and again, occasionally during business hours, which has created some issues.
With guidance from the Department of Fish and Game, staff fabricated a steel gate that is now lowered onto
the compactor when the transfer station is closed, removing the possibility that bears can access garbage. It is
anticipated that the “removal of the reward” will eliminate the bears visits, and disturbance to the site.
7.7

Drainage and Erosion Control

Surface water drainage at the WL will be controlled by ditches, culverts, and interim drainage structures. Runon and run-off control systems are designed, constructed, and maintained to prevent flow onto the active
portion of the landfill during peak discharge from a 100-year, 24-hour storm event. Permanent drainage
structures will be lined or vegetated as appropriate to prevent erosion.
Run-on control systems will consist of a diversion drainage channel constructed north and east of the existing
waste footprint. Run-off from the top surface and side slopes of the landfill will be collected and controlled in
permanent drains that will convey water to the natural drainage course. Drainage facilities will be inspected
quarterly and any required maintenance will be performed to ensure that the system will function properly. Soil
loss and erosion will be minimized by maintaining relatively shallow slopes which are sufficient to promote
drainage without enhancing the effects of erosion. Landfill slopes will be revegetated with native grasses
during closure construction, which will reduce the effects of erosion by wind and water.
7.8

Litter Control

The WL will control windblown debris through a variety of means, including: routine litter cleanup activities, and
cover and compaction of the active dumping area.
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Should litter become a problem, portable litter control fences may be used. The fences would be positioned
near the active working face in a location determined by wind direction in order to contain debris that may be
blown from the area.
Windblown debris collected by the perimeter fences and immediate land areas will be picked up and properly
disposed of on an as-needed basis (litter collection frequency will be increased during high wind periods).
Access and perimeter roads will be patrolled on days the site is open to the public, and picked for windblown
litter in order to maintain an aesthetically pleasing and healthy environment at the facility. Litter control at the
facility will be performed by gate attendants and landfill personnel. If litter is blown from the facility to
surrounding properties, either facility staff or part-time laborers will be used to collect litter on a regularly
scheduled basis. . Due to the nature of inert waste, litter problems are not expected to arise from the active
disposal area at that time.
7.9

Noise Control

The majority of noise generated at the WL is the result of heavy equipment operation during daily spreading,
compaction, and cover activities. The generation of noise at the facility is not anticipated to pose a health
hazard to site personnel nearby residents or persons using the facility. Equipment operators will be provided
with ear plug or other devices designed to minimize the risk of hearing impairment. As previously mentioned,
the nearest occupied residence is one-half mile from the landfill. This distance will attenuate some of the
landfill noise before it reaches the nearest residence.
7.10

Odor Control

The potential for on-site generation of odors is minimal because only non-putrescible inert wastes are received
and stockpiled at the site. All putrescible waste is processed through the compactor, and transported off-site at
least once per week. In addition, due to the relatively remote location of the landfill property, any odors which
may be noticeable at the landfill facility will not affect surrounding residences.
7.11

Traffic Control

Traffic is controlled at the landfill by the use of on-site directional signs which indicate the location of the active
face and different segregated areas. In addition, verbal direction is provided to haulers by the site attendant.
Due to the remote location of the landfill facility, traffic problems have not been, and are not anticipated to be,
a significant problem. Access to the site is provided year round by the County-maintained access road. Snow
removal from the access road is performed by the County during the winter months.
7.12

Hazardous Waste Screening Program

The WL operates according to a Load Checking Program, included as Appendix D.

8.0

DISPOSAL SITE RECORDS AND REPORTING PROCEDURES

Pursuant to the requirements of Title 27, CCR, sections 20510 and 20515 as well as Title 14 sections 17414
and 17414.1, landfill operators are required to maintain operating records to document site disposal rates,
excavation quantities, and special occurrences. These records are to be made available upon demand to
authorized representatives of the LEA, CalRecycle, RWQCB, and other authorized agencies. The types of
records to be maintained, and the record-keeping procedures implemented at the site are described in the
following section.
8.1

Weight/Volume Records

Incoming waste volume at the WL is currently recorded by Daily Gate Receipts that are generated by the gate
attendant after weighing each load upon entry and exit from the facility. This provides an accurate account of
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the total tonnage received at the site, both at the Transfer Station and Landfill. A copy of the Daily Gate Receipt
form is included in Appendix E, Record Keeping Forms.
8.2

Subsurface Records

The current method of disposal at the site is a vertical expansion using the area-fill method. No cuts in natural
terrain are planned at the site at this time.
8.3

Special Occurrences

The gate attendant is required to document all special occurrences that take place at the landfill site. The
records will be maintained at the landfill; records will periodically be transferred to the Department of Public
Works office. The landfill attendant will maintain logs of waste disposal volumes, hazardous waste discharges,
fires or earth slides, unusual settlement, explosions and any injuries or damage which may have occurred at
the WL. The special occurrence records will state how the following occurrences were addressed or
administered if any occurred:
Fires: The landfill attendant will record the area the fire occurred, the possible cause of the fire and measures
taken to extinguish the fire (i.e., hand-held fire extinguisher was used to put out the flames, heavy equipment
and soils were used to smother the flames, or the local fire department was called to extinguish the fire) . The
landfill attendant will notify the Fire Department and the Director of Public Works of the incident.
Earth Slides: List all earth slides which have occurred at the site. The attendant will also note any damages or
injuries which may have occurred due to the slide and measures taken to ensure the public safety from the
slide. The landfill attendant will also notify the Director of Public Works of the incident.
Unusual or Sudden Settlement: A log of sudden settlement of the existing and previously filled areas of the
landfill will be kept. The attendant will note the date and time of occurrence, the possible cause of the
settlement, and measures taken to ensure public safety (i.e., cordon off area from the public, provide soil and
compaction to the settled area). The landfill attendant will also notify the Director of Public Works of the
incident.
Injury and Property Damages: A record must be kept of all injuries and damages to both the operations
personnel and the general public which have occurred at the landfill. The operator will record the extent of the
injury, possible cause of the injury, and actions taken for the health and safety of the injured person. Vehicle
accidents which occurred at the site from the use of heavy equipment or between private vehicles will be
recorded. The landfill attendant will also notify the Director of Public Works of any incidents which involve the
operators equipment and personnel;
Explosions: Any explosive releases which occur at the facility will be listed. The landfill attendant will note the
date and time of the explosion, what circumstances caused the discharge, and actions taken. If an explosion
has occurred, the attendant will immediately restrict access to the area, remove personnel and equipment,
and prevent the general public from entering the area. The attendant will also notify the fire department and
the Director of Public Works at the time of the incident. Should an explosion occur at the disposal site, the
attendant will direct all incoming wastes to an alternate disposal area, or provide an alternative disposal
location and possible transportation to the location.
Discharge of Hazardous Waste: All incoming waste loads will be inspected for unauthorized and hazardous
wastes prior to entering the disposal area. The landfill attendant will comply with the hazardous waste
screening program described above.
Flooding: In the event that flooding occurs at the WL facility, the landfill attendant will make a record in the
special occurrences log book of the date and time, source of the flooding, areas affected by the occurrence,
and actions taken to alleviate the problem. The landfill attendant will notify the Director of Public Works of the
incident. Should a flood occur at the Walker site, the attendant will direct all incoming wastes to an alternate
disposal area, or provide an alternative disposal location and possible transportation to the location.
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FIGURE 7
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HYDRAULIC SUB-AREA

2" CLEARANCE

MIN. 9" DIA. STEEL STOVEPIPE
PROTECTIVE HOUSING
WITH LOCKING LID

SWAGELOCK BALL VALVE (TYP.)

3 FT. x 3 FT. CONCRETE PAD
GROUND SURFACE (TYP.)
12"

SHALLOW PROBE = 5-10 FT.

MEDIUM PROBE = 1/2 DEPTH OF WASTE WITHIN 1,000 FT.

DEEP PROBE = DEPTH OF WASTE WITHIN 1,000 FT. (NOT REQUIRED IF TOTAL WASTE DEPTH < 30 FT.)

30" MIN.

BENTONITE SEAL

5 FT. MIN.

1/2" OR 3/4" DIA. SCH. 40 SOLID PVC PIPE

3/8" PEA GRAVEL TO 12"
ABOVE SCREENED INTERVAL
5 FT., 1/2" OR 3/4" DIA. SCH. 40
0.020 SLOTTED PVC PIPE
FITTED WITH END CAP

BENTONITE SEAL
5 FT. MIN.
1/2" OR 3/4" DIA. SCH. 40 SOLID PVC PIPE

3/8" PEA GRAVEL TO 12"
ABOVE SCREENED INTERVAL
5 FT., 1/2" OR 3/4" DIA. SCH. 40
0.020 SLOTTED PVC PIPE
FITTED WITH END CAP

BENTONITE SEAL
5 FT. MIN.
1/2" OR 3/4" DIA. SCH. 40 SOLID PVC PIPE

3/8" PEA GRAVEL TO 12"
ABOVE SCREENED INTERVAL
5 FT., 1/2" OR 3/4" DIA. SCH. 40
0.020 SLOTTED PVC PIPE
FITTED WITH END CAP

NOTES:

6" DIA.
(MIN.)

1. THE MAXIMUM DEPTH OF FORMER DISPOSAL TRENCHES IS APPROX. 20 FEET.
2. ALTHOUGH SITE SOILS CONSIST OF SANDS AND GRAVELS OVER THE FULL
DEPTH OF WELL CONSTRUCTION, SCREENED SECTION WILL BE ADJUSTED
TO ALIGN WITH STRATIGRAPHY THAT IS MOST CONDUCIVE TO GAS FLOW.
3. EACH PROBE IS CLEARLY LABELED TO INDICATE UPPER, INTERMEDIATE
OR LOWER PROBE AND SCREENED INTERVAL.
4. ALL JOINTS ARE FLUSH-THREADED. PVC GLUE WILL NOT BE USED.

FIGURE 8
MONO COUNTY - WALKER LANDFILL
PCPCMP

TYPICAL LANDFILL GAS PROBE DETAIL
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WALKER LANDFILL
DIMINISHING LANDFILL CAPACITY PROJECTION (AS OF 12/01/2014)
ASSUMPTIONS
AERIAL TOPOGRAPHY DATE: September 2008, with February 2013 Updated Areas
INITIAL REMAINING AIRSPACE(1):
114,337 CY (as of 2/23/2013)
Projected Annual
DAYS/WK REFUSE ACCEPTED:
2.0 DAYS/WK
(3)
LONG-TERM AIRSPACE UTILIZATION FACTOR (AUF) :
Growth Rates(4)(5):
0.400 TONS/CY
WASTE TO SOIL RATIO:
2.0 : 1
1.0%
from (2011-2015)
WASTE INFLOW DATA: Mono County Solid Waste Program
1.2%
from (2016+)
BUFFER:
0 YEARS
CAPACITY PROJECTION SPREADSHEET

FISCAL
YEAR(2)

PHASE

Feb-13 REMAINING
(1A)
2013
(1B)
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
(6)
2030
2040
2050
2060
2070
2080
2090
2100
2110
2120
2130
2140
2150
2160
2170
2180
2190
2200
2210
2220
2230
2240
2250
2260
2270
2280
2290
2300
2310
2320
2330
2340
Walker Landfill

CUMULATIVE
CONSTRUCTED
AIRSPACE (CY)

CONSUMED
TONNAGE(2)(4)

CONSUMED
AIRSPACE (CY)

CUMULATIVE
CONSUMED
TONNAGE

CUMULATIVE
CONSUMED
AIRSPACE (CY)

340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716

90,551.60
75.9
366.2
93.7
94.8
96.0
97.1
98.3
99.5
1,006.5
1,018.6
1,030.8
1,043.2
1,055.7
1,068.4
1,081.2
1,094.2
1,107.3
1,120.6
1,134.0
1,147.6
1,161.4
1,175.4
1,189.5
1,203.7
1,218.2
1,232.8
1,247.6
1,262.6
1,277.7
1,293.0
1,308.6
1,324.3
1,340.2
1,356.2
1,372.5
1,389.0
1,405.6
1,422.5
1,439.6
1,456.9

226,379.0
189.8
915.5
234.3
237.1
239.9
242.8
245.7
248.6
2,516.3
2,546.5
2,577.1
2,608.0
2,639.3
2,670.9
2,703.0
2,735.4
2,768.3
2,801.5
2,835.1
2,869.1
2,903.5
2,938.4
2,973.6
3,009.3
3,045.4
3,082.0
3,119.0
3,156.4
3,194.3
3,232.6
3,271.4
3,310.7
3,350.4
3,390.6
3,431.3
3,472.5
3,514.1
3,556.3
3,599.0
3,642.2

226,379.0
226,454.9
226,821.1
226,914.8
227,009.6
227,105.6
227,202.7
227,301.0
227,400.4
228,407.0
229,425.6
230,456.4
231,499.6
232,555.3
233,623.7
234,704.9
235,799.0
236,906.3
238,026.9
239,161.0
240,308.6
241,470.0
242,645.4
243,834.8
245,038.6
246,256.8
247,489.6
248,737.1
249,999.7
251,277.4
252,570.5
253,879.0
255,203.3
256,543.4
257,899.7
259,272.2
260,661.2
262,066.8
263,489.3
264,928.9
266,385.8

226,379.0
226,568.8
227,484.3
227,718.5
227,955.6
228,195.5
228,438.3
228,683.9
228,932.6
231,448.9
233,995.4
236,572.4
239,180.4
241,819.7
244,490.7
247,193.6
249,929.1
252,697.3
255,498.8
258,333.9
261,203.0
264,106.6
267,045.0
270,018.6
273,028.0
276,073.4
279,155.4
282,274.4
285,430.8
288,625.0
291,857.7
295,129.1
298,439.7
301,790.1
305,180.7
308,612.0
312,084.4
315,598.6
319,154.8
322,753.8
326,396.0

DAILY COVER SOIL
AVAILABLE AIRSPACE
CONSUMPTION
AT END OF YEAR (CY)
(CY)

63.3
305.2
78.1
79.0
80.0
80.9
81.9
82.9
838.8
848.8
859.0
869.3
879.8
890.3
901.0
911.8
922.8
933.8
945.0
956.4
967.8
979.5
991.2
1,003.1
1,015.1
1,027.3
1,039.7
1,052.1
1,064.8
1,077.5
1,090.5
1,103.6
1,116.8
1,130.2
1,143.8
1,157.5
1,171.4
1,185.4
1,199.7
1,214.1

1
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114,337
114,147
113,232
112,998
112,760
112,521
112,278
112,032
111,783
109,267
106,721
104,144
101,536
98,896
96,225
93,522
90,787
88,019
85,217
82,382
79,513
76,609
73,671
70,697
67,688
64,643
61,561
58,442
55,285
52,091
48,858
45,587
42,276
38,926
35,535
32,104
28,632
25,117
21,561
17,962
14,320

(Continued)
WALKER LANDFILL
DIMINISHING LANDFILL CAPACITY PROJECTION (AS OF 12/01/2014)
2350
2360
(6)
2370
2371
2372
2373
2374
2375
2376
2377
2378
2379
2380

340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716
340,716

1,474.3
1,492.0
1,509.9
152.8
154.6
156.5
158.4
160.3
162.2
164.1
142.8

3,685.9
3,730.1
3,774.9
382.0
386.6
391.2
395.9
400.7
405.5
410.4
356.9

267,860.1
269,352.2
270,862.1
271,014.9
271,169.6
271,326.1
271,484.4
271,644.7
271,806.9
271,971.0
272,113.8

330,081.8
333,811.9
337,586.8
337,968.8
338,355.4
338,746.6
339,142.6
339,543.3
339,948.7
340,359.1
340,716.0

1,228.6
1,243.4
1,258.3
127.3
128.9
130.4
132.0
133.6
135.2
136.8
119.0

10,634
6,904
3,129
2,747
2,361
1,969
1,573
1,173
767
357
0

NOTES:
(1) Aerial topo date is September 2008 with updated February 2013 areas having a remaining capacity of 114,337 cy.
A) Tonnage for March through December 2013 was 75.9 tons provided by Mono County Solid Waste Program Reports.
B) Tonnage for January through November 2014 was 361.5 tons with a projected December tonnage of 4.7 tons for a yearly volume of
366.2 tons.
(2)The initial remaining capacity date was based on the Aerial Flyover Month and assumed to be at the end of the month.
(3) The AUF was used from the previous site life capacity report done by Mono County Department of Public Works (AUF=0.400).
(4) Tonnage growth rate based on Mono County Solid Waste Program calculated projections.
(5) The growth rates were projected to be 1.0% increased from 2011-2015 and 1.2% from 2016 and on, as was done on the previous site life
capacity report done by Mono County Department of Public Works
(6) Starting from year 2030 to year 2370, these calculation lines account for 10 years for filling instead of just 1 year.
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Landfill Gas Monitoring and Control Program
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COUNTY OF MONO - DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

LANDFILL GAS MONITORING AND
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BACKGROUND

The purpose of this report is to document compliance with Title 27, California Code of
Regulations (27 CCR), Section 20921 – 20937, et seq., at the Walker Landfill in Mono
County, California. Figure 1.1 in Appendix A illustrates the location of the landfill within
Mono County. The Mono County Department of Public Works (Public Works) currently
monitors for the presence of methane in ambient air within structures and at the landfill
boundaries at the Walker Landfill in accordance with 27 CCR Section 20931.
This Landfill Gas Monitoring and Control Program is comprised of the following
sections:
 Section 1.0: site background and general information;
 Section 2.0: local geology and hydrogeology;
 Section 3.0: surrounding land uses;
 Section 4.0: the nature of the waste received at the site and its gas generation
potential;
 Section 5.0: the physical configuration of the proposed landfill gas monitoring
well network;
 Section 6.0: the current and proposed landfill gas monitoring plan for the landfill;
and
 Section 7.0: previous and current subsurface gas migration and mitigation.
The Walker Landfill is located in the Antelope Valley region of Mono County at 280 Offal
Road, Coleville, California, approximately 2.5 miles north of the community of Walker,
California in Mono County. According to the Public Land Survey System, the landfill is
situated within Section 9, Township 8 North, Range 23 East, Mount Diablo Baseline and
Meridian (MDB&M). The landfill property encompasses 43 acres, 38 acres of which are
currently permitted for use as a solid waste facility, and approximately 20 acres of which
constitute the final filled waste footprint at closure and the largest area requiring closure
at any given time during the life of the landfill. The total capacity of the Walker Landfill,
including both in-place waste and remaining capacity, is estimated to be 340,716 cubic
yards (Mono County, 2001).
The landfill property is owned by Mono County. The landfill is a Class III unlined landfill,
constructed in 1970, and operates under existing Solid Waste Facility Permit number
26-AA-0001 issued by the Mono County Health Department. The on-site transfer
station operates under separate Solid Waste Facility Permit number 26-AA-0012. The
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Walker Landfill also operates pursuant to approved Waste Discharge Requirements per
California Regional Water Quality Control Board Order 6-96-13.
Disposal operations occurred by trench-fill disposal method until 1998, when on-site
burial of putrescible waste ceased and a temporary transfer station was installed to
transfer residential and commercial municipal waste off-site for burial. A permanent
transfer station was subsequently constructed and has been operational since 2002.
Construction and demolition wastes continue to be buried on-site utilizing the area-fill
method of disposal.

2.0

LOCAL GEOLOGY AND HYDROGEOLOGY

The Walker Landfill is located on the southeastern periphery of Antelope Valley and at the
head of an alluvial talus slope at the base of the Sweetwater Mountains. Site soils are
classified as Holbrook Stony Loam sand. These soils are composed of coarse granular
deposits and consist of varying percentages of silt, sand, gravel, cobbles, and boulder with
percolation rates ranging from low to moderate (BLM, 1997). The site is situated primarily
on a talus slope composed of coarse-grained, well-indurated, intrusive rocks. Alluvial
deposits of unknown thickness are found south and west of the site (CIWMB, 2003).
Beneath the landfill are alluvial plain gravel and sand/mixtures (CRWQCB, 1996).
Ground water is part of the Antelope Valley Ground Water Basin (California Department
of Water Resources Hydrologic Unit 6-107). Depth to ground water in the region
surrounding the landfill is reported as approximately 300 feet below ground surface
(CRWQCB, 1996). A drilling log for a well constructed ½-mile south of the landfill
indicates the approximate depth to ground water is 315 feet (CIWMB, 2003). However,
the static ground water elevation under the landfill is significantly higher, ranging from
approximately 125 feet to 170 feet below native ground surface, as indicated by three
ground water monitoring wells (MW-1, MW-2, and MW-3), which were installed just
outside the south and west perimeter of the landfill footprint in May and June, 1988.
These wells are sampled on a quarterly basis. According to data from the 2009 semiannual evaluation monitoring report, static ground water occurs from approximately 5,368
to 5,391 feet amsl, with a gradient of approximately 0.036 feet per foot, and flow direction
just to the west of south (Mono County, 2009).

3.0

SURROUNDING LAND USES

The properties surrounding the Walker Landfill have the following land use designations
(Mono County, 2000):
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North of landfill: Resource Management (RM)/Public land managed by the U.S.
Department of Interior, Bureau of Land Management (BLM).



East of landfill: RM/BLM.



South of landfill: RM/BLM.

 West of landfill: RM/BLM.
Surrounding land use is described as “open space” and “range land” (CIWMB, 2003)
and as “farm land” (Mono County, 2003). Residential property exists to the southwest
of the landfill, within 1,000 feet of the southwest corner of the landfill property.
Surrounding land use and zoning designations are illustrated on Figure 3.1 in Appendix
A.

4.0

NATURE OF WASTE AND GAS GENERATION POTENTIAL

The Walker Landfill, a Class III landfill, is permitted to accept the following waste types:
 Agricultural;
 Construction and demolition;
 Mixed municipal;
 Biosolids sludge; and
 Bulk metal (e.g., appliances, shredded auto)
The maximum permitted depth (thickness) of waste at the landfill is 20 feet and the
maximum disposal elevation is 5,580 feet amsl (SWIS, 2007). Based on the existing
site topography and past disposal operations (subgrade trench disposal to 20 feet bgs),
the lowest elevation of waste has been estimated at approximately 5,505 feet amsl.
In accordance with 27 CCR Section 20220, the Walker Landfill is permitted to accept,
and has historically accepted, all putrescible and non-putrescible solid and semi-solid
waste including garbage, trash, refuse, paper, rubbish, ashes, industrial wastes,
construction and demolition wastes, abandoned vehicles and parts thereof, discarded
home and industrial appliances, manure, vegetable or animal solid and semi-solid
wastes and other discarded wastes, provided that such wastes do not contain waste
which must be managed as a hazardous waste, wastes which contain soluble pollutants
in concentrations that exceed applicable water pollution control objectives, or wastes
that could cause degradation of waters of the state (designated waste). However, under
operational practices in effect since 1998, these types of wastes have not been buried
on-site but have been processed through the Walker Transfer Station and shipped off-
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site for disposal. Since that time, the only wastes buried at the Walker Landfill have
been construction and demolition wastes.
Although the putrescible portion of the waste stream previously accepted and contained
at the Walker Landfill does have the potential to generate methane, ambient air
monitoring has not indicated the presence of methane at the ground surface.

5.0

PROPOSED LANDFILL GAS MONITORING WELL NETWORK

Proposed subsurface soil-gas monitoring will be accomplished by the installation and
monitoring of four landfill gas monitoring wells (GW-1 through GW-4) located between
the perimeter of the landfill waste footprint and the property boundary (Figure 5.1). Well
and probe construction requirements as defined in 27 CCR 20925 are summarized in
Table 5.1 and on the proposed typical well configuration detail in Figure 5.2. The final
depth of each drill hole and the screened intervals for each probe will be adjusted during
drilling based on encountered geology and the presence or absence of groundwater
within the depth drilled.
Each well will be constructed with one, two, or three gas probes of ¾-inch diameter,
schedule 40 PVC pipe with a minimum of one five-foot-long, 0.02-inch machine-slotted
screened interval per probe. One gas probe will be installed in each well between
approximately 5 and 10 feet below ground surface (bgs). For wells in areas where
(within 1,000 feet of the well) the lowest waste elevation is more than 15 feet but less
than 30 feet bgs, a second probe will be installed, with a screened interval at the lowest
waste elevation at the landfill. Where the lowest waste elevation exceeds 30 feet bgs
within 1,000 of the well, a third probe will be installed with a screened interval at the
lowest waste elevation at the landfill.
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TABLE 5.1. Landfill Gas Monitoring Well Completion Details
Well
Spacing (ft, left - refer to Figure 5.1)
Spacing (ft. right - refer to Figure 5.1)
Ground Elevation (estimated, elev, ft amsl)
Lowest Waste Elevation
Minimum Well Depth (ft bgs)
Well Base (elev, ft amsl)
Probe 1
Screened (ft bgs) FROM
Screened (ft bgs) TO
Screened (elev, ft amsl) FROM
Screened (elev, ft amsl) TO
Probe 2
Screened (ft bgs) FROM
Screened (ft bgs) TO
Screened (elev, ft amsl) FROM
Screened (elev, ft amsl) TO
Probe 3
Screened (ft bgs) FROM
Screened (ft bgs) TO
Screened (elev, ft amsl) FROM
Screened (elev, ft amsl) TO

GW-1
300
636
5,559
5,515
44
5,505

GW-2
953
300
5,534
5,515
19
5,505

GW-3
953
652
5,582
5,515
67
5,505

GW-4
636
652
5,539
5,515
24
5,505

5
10
5,554
5,549

5
10
5,529
5,524

5
10
5,577
5,572

7
12
5,532
5,527

17
22
5,542
5,537

17
22
5,517
5,512

30
35
5,552
5,547

19
24
5,520
5,515

39
44
5,520
5,515

62
67
5,520
5,515

NOTE: Well location and elevation data estimated, pending final survey completion.
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6.0

MONITORING ACTIVITIES

6.1

Structure and Boundary Monitoring (27 CCR 20921)

Mono County currently performs landfill gas monitoring in ambient air within structures
and at the property boundary in accordance with Title 27 of the California Code of
Regulations (27 CCR), Section 20921. This section of 27 CCR requires all municipal
solid waste landfill operators to ensure that the concentration of methane gas generated
by their landfill does not exceed 1.25 percent by volume in air in on-site structures nor
migrate off-site in concentrations exceeding 5 percent by volume in air (25 percent of
the lower explosive limit, LEL) in on-site structures, or five percent by volume in air (100
percent of the LEL) migrating from the landfill at the property boundary. Accordingly,
personnel from the Mono County Department of Public Works, Solid Waste Division,
monitor methane concentrations at the landfill property boundary quarterly.
A Heath Gasurveyor Model 442 is currently used to monitor for the presence of
methane in ambient air at the landfill perimeter and in site structures. The Gasurveyor
samples air continuously and electronically records results in an internal memory that
can be downloaded to a personal computer. The Gasurveyor Model 442 is capable of
measuring methane concentrations from zero to 1,000 ppm and the lower explosive
limit for methane from zero to 100 percent. For structure monitoring, the Heath
Gasurveyor sampling tube is slowly moved throughout the interior of each structure at
both floor and ceiling height.
Monitored locations include all areas where gas may potentially accumulate. Structures
currently monitored at the Walker Landfill include the scalehouse, household hazardous
waste storage lockers, and other recycling receptacles (refer to Figure 1). The base of
each of these structures is elevated above the surrounding grade due to a skid-mounted
frame, which allows the free circulation of air between the floor frame and ground
surface. Should there be any additional structures constructed or installed at the site,
they will be added to the inventory of monitoring locations.
During landfill perimeter monitoring, a technician holds the Gasurveyor sampling tube at
waist height and walks the landfill perimeter. The results of structure and perimeter
monitoring are reported as a percentage of the LEL for methane in quarterly reports to
the Mono County Health Department. To date, methane has not been detected in
ambient air at the Walker Landfill.
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Ambient air monitoring in structures and at the property boundary will continue
throughout site operations following well installation and during the postclosure period.
In addition, a network of perimeter landfill gas monitoring wells to be installed prior to
site closure will be monitored for methane concentrations using the Gasurveyor. The
Gasurveyor’s sampling pump inlet tube will be connected to a valve at the top of each
gas probe and the sampling pump and monitor set to continuous monitoring mode. The
variation of gas concentrations over time will be recorded until the concentrations of all
gases (CO2, O2 and CH4) do not fluctuate more than 0.5 percent.
As described in Section 5.0, Mono County will install a network of landfill gas monitoring
wells by the regulatory deadline of September 21, 2010 [27 CCR 20921(b)(3)(B)(ii)].
The network will include four landfill gas wells with two to three probes per well, each
designed to monitor a separate interval in the subsurface. The proposed well
construction details and locations of monitoring wells are provided on the figures in
Appendix A. Landfill gas monitoring will be performed during the postclosure
maintenance period in accordance with 27 CCR Section 20921.

6.2

Reporting

Results of gas monitoring, including the initial and steady state concentrations of
methane, are submitted to the local enforcement agency (LEA), the Mono County
Environmental Health Department, within 90 days of sampling. Monitoring reports
include:


the concentration of methane measured at each monitoring location;



date, time, barometric pressure, atmospheric temperature, and weather
conditions;



the name(s) of sampling personnel, equipment utilized, and a brief description of
the methods used; and,



a numbering system to correlate monitoring results to a corresponding probe
location.

6.3

Landfill Gas Discovery and Control

If the concentration of methane exceeds the compliance levels described above, Mono
County personnel will immediately take all steps necessary to protect public health and
safety and the environment. Personnel will eliminate any threat of explosion, including
barring access to the structure, posting warning signs, opening entry ways (and
windows, if applicable) to introduce and circulate fresh air, and other courses of action
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that may be appropriate. The LEA will be notified in writing within five working days of
learning that compliance levels have been exceeded. LEA notification will include a
description of the actions taken or proposed to be taken to resolve the problem. Within
seven days of detection, the methane levels detected and a description of the steps
taken to protect human health will be placed in the operating record.
Within 10 working days, Mono County will submit correspondence to the LEA describing
the nature and extent of the problem, and any immediate corrective actions necessary
to protect public health and safety and the environment. If the nature of the problem
requires the development of a remediation plan and landfill gas control system, a plan
and control system design will be prepared within 60 days of detection, in accordance
with 27 CCR Section 20937(b-g). Approval will be obtained from the LEA prior to plan
implementation. Following approval, Mono County will enter the plan in the facility’s
operating record, implement the plan, and notify the LEA when the plan has been
implemented.

6.4

Health and Safety

Public Works maintains a site-specific Injury and Illness Prevention Program and
Emergency Response Plan for the Walker Landfill. The details of these plans shall be
adhered to when performing landfill gas monitoring activities.
All excavations shall be tested for the presence of methane prior to entry by personnel
or equipment. All personnel and contractors shall be notified of the actual or potential
presence of methane or other landfill gases in surface and subsurface utility boxes and
trenches. All site-specific policies with regard to smoking shall be strictly adhered to. All
landfill equipment shall be fitted with spark arrestors.
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5250 Neil Road, Suite 300
Reno, Nevada 89502

T: (775) 828-6800
F: (775) 828-6820
reno@srk.com
www.srk.com

November 23, 2011
Project 146900.100
Mr. Matt Carter
Solid Waste Superintendent
Mono County Department of Public Works
74 North School Street
Bridgeport, California 93517
Re:

As-Built Report for Landfill Gas Monitoring Well Installations
Bridgeport, Pumice Valley, and Walker Landfills

Dear Matt,
This report has been prepared by SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc. (SRK) to provide as-built construction
information and certification of as-built compliance with the approved design for the installation of landfill gas
monitoring wells at the Bridgeport, Pumice Valley, and Walker landfills. This report summarizes well
construction with the following:
1. A summary of the quality control procedures which were carried out during construction;
2. Figures presenting typical construction details and estimated as-built locations of each well
(surveyed locations unavailable at the time of report preparation);
3. Summary tables providing screened interval depths for each probe;
4. Well construction logs for each well installation; and,
5. Photographs documenting construction methods and as-built surface completions.
The information provided in this report documents compliance with the requirements of Section 20925(d) of
Title 27, California Code of Regulations (27 CCR 20925(d)). The following sections summarize the specifics
of well design, bidding, and construction, and provide a description of variations to the proposed design and
a summary of well completions.

1.

Design Documentation
The proposed design and location of landfill gas monitoring wells were provided to the Local
Enforcement Agency in September 2009 with the Landfill Gas Monitoring and Control Plan prepared
for the Pumice Valley and Walker landfills. The plans detailed proposed well locations, construction
methodology, probe quantities and depths at each location, and sampling port construction.
Based on the approved Landfill Gas Monitoring and Control Plan, seven new wells containing a total
of 12 probes and a total well depth of 126 feet were required at the Pumice Valley Landfill. Four new
wells containing a total of nine probes and a total well depth of 155 feet were required at the Walker
Landfill. Monitoring well locations and design were developed in accordance with the requirements
of 27 CCR 20925.
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In addition, a new landfill gas monitoring well was proposed at the closed Bridgeport Landfill to
replace an existing well located near the east access gate. It is believed that the existing well GW-3
was installed between two former waste disposal trenches; while not directly installed in waste, its
close proximity has resulted in detections of landfill gas generation. Therefore, a replacement well
was proposed to be installed in native soil along the eastern property boundary to determine whether
landfill gas is migrating off-site. The replacement well was designed to replicate the number and
depths of probes at the existing GW-3.

2.

Project Development
SRK prepared a bid package with figures, special provisions, and technical specifications suitable for
permitting, bidding, and construction. The resulting bid package included the Project Plans and
Specifications, dated July 26, 2011, which was prepared under the direct supervision of a Californialicensed civil engineer. The documents were issued for bidding and provided guidance for the
drilling contractor and field personnel during construction.
Further, SRK prepared permit
applications for each monitoring location, including the completion of application forms for each site
and summary tables specifying borehole and probe depths for each well. Once the drilling
contractor was selected by Mono County, the permit application package was forwarded for
signature; the completed applications with signatures by County and driller representatives should
be on file with the Mono County Environmental Health Department.

3.

Construction Quality Assurance
Mono County contracted with ABC Liovin Drilling, Inc., for construction of landfill gas monitoring
wells at the Bridgeport, Pumice Valley, and Walker landfills. The contractor, based in Signal Hill,
California, is a California-licensed C-57 well driller (license number 422904).
The contractor mobilized a truck-mounted hollow-stem auger rig and two support trucks to the
Walker Landfill on October 3, 2011. A project kick-off meeting was conducted that morning with
SRK and driller field personnel; well locations and access conditions were visually inspected and
notable design criteria were reviewed at the meeting. Following well installations at the Walker
Landfill, the contractor proceeded to the Bridgeport and Pumice Valley landfills, completing the
project on October 7, 2011. Project locations are shown on Figure 1-1 in Attachment 1 to this
report.
A civil engineer operating under the direct supervision of SRK’s California-licensed civil engineer
visually classified soils and logged each borehole in accordance with accepted practices and 27
CCR 20925(d). Well construction logs that graphically describe subsurface soil conditions, probe
depths and screened intervals, location of bentonite seals, and construction materials were prepared
from field logs; the completed logs are grouped by individual landfill in Attachments 2-4.
SRK’s field personnel monitored the installation of each probe and construction of each well to
ensure compliance with the approved design and 27 CCR 20925(d), including placement of a
protective well casing and concrete slab. A profile detailing typical as-built construction materials is
presented in Figure 1-2 in Attachment 1. Photographs showing typical construction materials and
methods are also presented in Attachment 1.
Position readings were made at each completed monitoring location by hand-held global positioning
system (GPS) device. GPS locations of existing wells were also recorded at the same time so the
new wells could be tied into the existing monitoring network. The approximate locations of each new
well are shown relative to site boundaries and existing site conditions in Figures 2-1, 3-1, and 4-1 for
the Walker, Bridgeport, and Pumice Valley landfills, respectively. At the time of preparation of this
report, the new well locations had not been verified on the ground by land survey.

4.

Modifications to Original Design and/or Specifications
The monitoring wells and probes were constructed in general accordance with the approved design
and locations. Based on conditions encountered in the field, however, some modifications were
necessary, as summarized below.

LFG_Wells_As-Built_Report_146900.100_20111123_en_FNL
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Walker Landfill – Borehole advancement at GW-1 encountered bedrock at a depth of 57 feet below
ground surface, where drilling was terminated and the well was completed. This was 14 feet short of
the 71-foot design depth based on the estimated lowest waste elevation within 1,000 feet
(horizontally). Similarly, three attempted boreholes for GW-4 met refusal at 24 feet below ground
surface; the well was completed at this depth, which was 31 feet short of the projected design depth
of 55 feet at this location. The total as-built well depth installed at this landfill was 112 feet rather
than the projected total of 155 feet.
Landfill gas monitoring well GW-2 was moved approximately 120 feet north of its planned location to
improve access and provide a monitoring point in better alignment between waste and the transfer
station (i.e., closer to the transfer station). Due to access restricted by heavy tree cover and surface
rocks, monitoring location GW-3 was moved approximately 50 feet north of its original position.
Bridgeport Landfill – Borehole advancement for replacement well GW-3R encountered ground water
at 38 feet below ground surface. A bentonite seal was placed between 38 (base of the hole) and 35
feet below ground surface and the screen was installed at a depth of 30 to 35 feet. This was five
feet shallower than the 40-foot design depth intended to replicate the existing GW-3. Given its
location downhill from GW-3, however, a shallower depth was not unexpected.
Existing monitoring location GW-3 was not abandoned at this time, but will be done at the time
replacement wells are contracted for the Benton Crossing, which is anticipated to take place during
the 2012 construction season.
Pumice Valley Landfill – Monitoring well locations were consistent with the approved design, but
borehole depths varied based on surface elevation GPS readings and the estimated waste depth
within 1,000 feet (horizontally). The total as-built well depth installed at this landfill was 197 feet
rather than the projected total of 126 feet.

5.

As-Built Information
Detailed as-built information comprised of site maps, summary tables, well construction logs, and
photographs are included in Attachments 1 through 4. The locations of project sites in the context of
state and county boundaries are presented in Figure 1-1 in Attachment 1, together with a typical
well construction detail and photographs of typical construction materials and methods. The
remaining attachments provide as-built information grouped by individual landfill, each consisting of
a site map with well locations, a summary table of well coordinates, elevations, and probe depths,
well construction logs, and site photographs. Arranged from north to south, Attachment 2 provides
as-built information for the Walker Landfill, Attachment 3 provides the same for the Bridgeport
Landfill, and Attachment 4 addresses project details for the Pumice Valley Landfill.

Please contact me at 775.284.2218 or by email at enikirk@srk.com should you have any questions or
comments regarding this as-built documentation.
Yours sincerely,

SRK Consulting (U.S.) Inc.

Evan Nikirk, PE
Principal Engineer
LFG_Wells_As-Built_Report_146900.100_20111123_en_FNL
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Cc: Jill Kearney, Mono County Environmental Health Department (LEA)
Zane Poulson, Inspection and Enforcement Agency, CalRecycle (MS10A-17)
Christine Karl, Permitting and Assistance Branch, CalRecycle (MS10A-15)
Michael Wochnick, Closure and Engineering Support Section, CalRecycle (MS 10A-18)
Don McGhie, Real Estate & Resource Section, Los Angeles Department of Water and Power

Attachments:
Attachment 1 – General Construction Information
Attachment 2 – Walker Landfill As-Built Information
Attachment 3 – Bridgeport Landfill As-Built Information
Attachment 4 – Pumice Valley Landfill As-Built Information
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ATTACHMENT 1
GENERAL CONSTRUCTION INFORMATION
 PROJECT LOCATION MAP
 TYPICAL WELL DETAIL
 GENERAL CONSTRUCTION PHOTOGRAPHS
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ATTACHMENT 1, AS-BUILT REPORT – TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION METHODS
LFG Well Installation Project – Mono County, California

Plate 1-1. Truck-mounted hollow-stem auger rig over borehole (PV LF GW-1, view west).

Plate 1-2. Support trucks and equipment for drill rig (PV LF GW-1, view west).

SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc.
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ATTACHMENT 1, AS-BUILT REPORT – TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION METHODS
LFG Well Installation Project – Mono County, California

Plate 1-3. Truck-mounted hollow-stem auger rig over borehole (WK LF GW-1, view south).

Plate 1-4. Typical five-foot long painted steel surface completion monument with locking cap.

SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc.
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ATTACHMENT 1, AS-BUILT REPORT – TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION METHODS
LFG Well Installation Project – Mono County, California

Plate 1-5. Close-up of typical locking cap on painted steel surface completion monument.

Plate 1-6. Balancing of surface completion monument with locking cap.

SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc.
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ATTACHMENT 1, AS-BUILT REPORT – TYPICAL CONSTRUCTION METHODS
LFG Well Installation Project – Mono County, California

Plate 1-7. Formwork and dug out base for surface completion concrete pad.

Plate 1-8. Typical ball valve landfill gas monitoring port inside protective casing (WK LF GW-3).
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ATTACHMENT 2
WALKER LANDFILL
AS-BUILT INFORMATION
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SITE MAP
SUMMARY TABLE
WELL CONSTRUCTION LOGS
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As-Built Landfill Gas Monitoring Well Construction
Walker Landfill
WELL / PROBE

GW-1

GW-2

GW-3

GW-4

38.55531

38.55537

38.55358

38.55344

119.45419

119.45564

119.45676

119.45396

5,580

5,536

5,509

5,572

5,515

5,515

5,515

5,515

57

21

10

24

5,523

5,515

5,499

5,548

0

0

0

0

Sealing Zone to (ft bgs)

4.5

4.5

4

4.5

Screened from (ft bgs)

5

5

5

5

Screened to (ft bgs)

10

10

10

10

Screened from (elev., ft amsl)

5,575

5,531

5,504

5,567

Screened to (elev., ft amsl)

5,570

5,526

5,499

5,562

Sealing Zone from (ft bgs)

24

11

--

13

Sealing Zone to (ft bgs)

29

16

--

18

Screened from (ft bgs)

30

16

--

19

Screened to (ft bgs)

35

21

--

24

Screened from (elev., ft amsl)

5,550

5,520

--

5,553

Screened to (elev., ft amsl)

5,545

5,515

--

5,548

Sealing Zone from (ft bgs)

46

--

--

--

Sealing Zone to (ft bgs)

51

--

--

--

Screened from (ft bgs)

52

--

--

--

Screened to (ft bgs)

57

--

--

--

Screened from (elev., ft amsl)

5,528

--

--

--

Screened to (elev., ft amsl)

5,523

--

--

--

Well Location
Northing (hddd.ddddd deg) 1
Easting (hddd.ddddd deg) 1
Ground Elevation (est., ft amsl)

1,2

Lowest Waste Elevation (est., ft amsl)
Well Depth (ft bgs)

4

Well Depth (elev, ft amsl)

3

Probe 1
Sealing Zone from (ft bgs)

Probe 2

Probe 3

NOTES:
1. Well location and elevation data estimated from GPS readings in the field (NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15N).
2. Estimated ground elevations are the GPS field measurement less 4 feet, since measurements were made at chest height.
3. Estimated base elevation of former waste disposal trenches within 1,000 feet, based on former disposal practices.
4. Bedrock encountered in GW-1 and GW-4 limited construction depth.
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ATTACHMENT 2, AS-BUILT REPORT – WALKER LANDFILL SITE PHOTOGRAPHS
LFG Well Installation Project – Mono County, California

Plate 2-1. Landfill gas monitoring well GW-1 (view north).

Plate 2-2. LFG monitoring well GW-1 (view north).

SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc.
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ATTACHMENT 2, AS-BUILT REPORT – WALKER LANDFILL SITE PHOTOGRAPHS
LFG Well Installation Project – Mono County, California

Plate 2-3. LFG monitoring well (background) from
ground water monitoring well MW-2 (view north).

Plate 2-4. Landfill gas monitoring well GW-2 (view west).
SRK Consulting (U.S.), Inc.
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ATTACHMENT 2, AS-BUILT REPORT – WALKER LANDFILL SITE PHOTOGRAPHS
LFG Well Installation Project – Mono County, California

Plate 2-5. LFG monitoring well GW-2 (view NW).

Plate 2-6. Landfill gas monitoring well GW-3 (view southwest).
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ATTACHMENT 2, AS-BUILT REPORT – WALKER LANDFILL SITE PHOTOGRAPHS
LFG Well Installation Project – Mono County, California

Plate 2-7. LFG monitoring well GW-3 (view west).

Plate 2-8. Landfill gas monitoring well GW-4 (view southeast).
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ATTACHMENT 2, AS-BUILT REPORT – WALKER LANDFILL SITE PHOTOGRAPHS
LFG Well Installation Project – Mono County, California

Plate 2-9. LFG monitoring well GW-4 (view south).

Plate 2-10. LFG monitoring well GW-4 with landfill and transfer station in background (view north).
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ATTACHMENT 3
BRIDGEPORT LANDFILL
AS-BUILT INFORMATION
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As-Built Landfill Gas Monitoring Well Construction
Bridgeport Landfill
WELL / PROBE

GW-3R

Well Construction
Northing (hddd.ddddd deg) 1

38.26954

Easting (hddd.ddddd deg) 1
Ground Elevation (est., ft amsl)

119.21553
1,2

Lowest Waste Elevation (est., ft amsl)
Well Depth (ft bgs)

6,547
3

4

6,500
35

Well Depth (elev, ft amsl)

6,512

Probe 1
Sealing Zone from (ft bgs)

0

Sealing Zone to (ft bgs)

4.5

Screened from (ft bgs)

5

Screened to (ft bgs)

10

Screened from (elev., ft amsl)

6,542

Screened to (elev., ft amsl)

6,537

Probe 2
Sealing Zone from (ft bgs)

12

Sealing Zone to (ft bgs)

17

Screened from (ft bgs)

18

Screened to (ft bgs)

23

Screened from (elev., ft amsl)

6,529

Screened to (elev., ft amsl)

6,524

Probe 3
Sealing Zone from (ft bgs)

25

Sealing Zone to (ft bgs)

29

Screened from (ft bgs)

30

Screened to (ft bgs)

35

Screened from (elev., ft amsl)

6,517

Screened to (elev., ft amsl)

6,512

NOTES:
1. Well location and elevation data estimated from GPS readings in the field
(NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15N).
2. Estimated ground elevations are the GPS field measurement less 4 feet,
because measurements were made at chest height.
3. Estimated base elevation of former waste disposal trenches within
1,000 feet, based on former disposal practices.
4. Ground water encountered, which limited construction depth.
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ATTACHMENT 3, AS-BUILT REPORT – BRIDGEPORT LANDFILL SITE PHOTOGRAPHS
LFG Well Installation Project – Mono County, California

Plate 3-1. Landfill gas monitoring well GW-3R with LFG vent in final cover to right (view south).

Plate 3-2. Landfill gas monitoring well GW-3R with GW-3 in background just to right (view north).
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ATTACHMENT 4
PUMICE VALLEY LANDFILL
AS-BUILT INFORMATION
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As-Built Landfill Gas Monitoring Well Construction
Pumice Valley Landfill
WELL / PROBE

GW-1

GW-2

GW-3

GW-4

GW-5

GW-6

GW-7

37.90629

37.90848

37.90951

37.90949

37.90766

37.9059

37.90588

119.06879

119.06885

119.06774

119.06432

119.06432

119.06432

119.06759

6,803

6,817

6,824

6,825

6,822

6,825

6,820

6,790

6,790

6,790

6,790

6,790

6,790

6,790

13

27

34

35

32

26

30

6,790

6,790

6,790

6,790

6,790

6,799

6,790

Sealing Zone from (ft bgs)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Sealing Zone to (ft bgs)

7

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

4.5

Screened from (ft bgs)

8

5

5

5

5

5

5

Screened to (ft bgs)

13

10

10

10

10

10

10

Screened from (elev., ft amsl)

6,795

6,812

6,819

6,820

6,817

6,820

6,815

Screened to (elev., ft amsl)

6,790

6,807

6,814

6,815

6,812

6,815

6,810

Sealing Zone from (ft bgs)

--

16

23

24

21

15

19

Sealing Zone to (ft bgs)

--

21

28

29

26

20

24

Screened from (ft bgs)

--

22

29

30

27

21

25

Screened to (ft bgs)

--

27

34

35

32

26

30

Screened from (elev., ft amsl)

--

6,795

6,795

6,795

6,795

6,804

6,795

Screened to (elev., ft amsl)

--

6,790

6,790

6,790

6,790

6,799

6,790

Well Construction
Northing (hddd.ddddd deg) 1
Easting (hddd.ddddd deg) 1
Ground Elevation (est., ft amsl)

1,2

Lowest Waste Elevation (est., ft amsl)
Well Depth (ft bgs)
Well Depth (elev, ft amsl)

3

Probe 1

Probe 2

NOTES:
1. Well location and elevation data estimated from GPS readings in the field (NAD 1983 UTM Zone 15N).
2. Estimated ground elevations are the GPS field measurement less 4 feet, because measurements were made at chest height.
3. Estimated base elevation of former waste disposal trenches within 1,000 feet, based on former disposal practices.
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ATTACHMENT 4, AS-BUILT REPORT – PUMICE VALLEY LANDFILL SITE PHOTOGRAPHS
LFG Well Installation Project – Mono County, California

Plate 4-1. Landfill gas monitoring well GW-1 (view west).

Plate 4-2. LFG monitoring well GW-2 from ground water monitoring well MW-4 (view west).
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ATTACHMENT 4, AS-BUILT REPORT – PUMICE VALLEY LANDFILL SITE PHOTOGRAPHS
LFG Well Installation Project – Mono County, California

Plate 4-3. Landfill gas monitoring well GW-3 (view east).

Plate 4-4. Landfill gas monitoring well GW-4 (view north).
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ATTACHMENT 4, AS-BUILT REPORT – PUMICE VALLEY LANDFILL SITE PHOTOGRAPHS
LFG Well Installation Project – Mono County, California

Plate 4-5. Landfill gas monitoring well GW-5 (view north).

Plate 4-6. LFG monitoring well GW-6 at ground water monitoring well MW-1 (view southeast).
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ATTACHMENT 4, AS-BUILT REPORT – PUMICE VALLEY LANDFILL SITE PHOTOGRAPHS
LFG Well Installation Project – Mono County, California

Plate 4-7. Landfill gas monitoring well GW-7 at site entrance (view west).
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INTRODUCTION

The Mono County Department of Public Works, Solid Waste Division (Division), has
implemented this Load-Checking Program at the Walker Landfill in accordance with
Title 27, California Code of Regulations (27 CCR), Section 20870, which requires that
all municipal solid waste landfills institute a program for detecting and preventing the
disposal of regulated hazardous waste and polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) wastes. This
program includes the following elements:


Routine visual inspections of all incoming loads;



Periodic physical inspections of random incoming loads;



Records of inspections;



Training of facility personnel to recognize and properly manage hazardous and
PCB wastes; and,



Notification requirements in the event that hazardous or PCB wastes are
identified at the facility.

The following sections present information necessary for the proper implementation of
this Load-Checking Program.

2.0

ACCEPTED WASTES

Table 2.1 presents a detailed summary of the types of waste accepted for disposal or
management at the landfill and transfer station portions of the Walker disposal site. In
general, they are:




Non-hazardous solid waste in accordance with 27 CCR Section 20220, including:


Inert debris and construction and demolition (C&D) waste;



Wood and green waste;



Scrap metal and large household appliances (white goods);



Waste tires;



Treated medical waste rendered into solid waste pursuant to the Medical
Waste Management Act (Division 104, California Health and Safety Code);

CRTs, electronic waste, used motor oil, household hazardous waste, Universal
waste
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Table 2.1. List of Acceptable Wastes
Category

Municipal Solid Waste,
Construction and
Demolition (C&D) Waste

Other Wastes

Appendix D

Waste Material


















Food and food products
Paper (newspaper, office paper, paper products)
Cardboard, boxboard
Tin, sheet metal
Dried empty paint cans
Rubber products
Dirt, concrete, asphalt, construction rebar, rocks
Roofing paper, shingles (non-asbestos)
Plant residues of agricultural origin
Styrofoam
Fabric, clothing, textiles
Glass, porcelain, ceramics
Yard trimmings, wood waste, scrap lumber
Sheetrock, drywall
Furniture, carpet
PVC plastic, plastic
Empty containers

 Tires (diverted whole, must be sliced or sheared for burial)
 Any containers used for liquid or dry chemicals must be
empty, dry, and have been processed by rinsing and
draining, or decontaminated by other LEA-approved
methods.
 Triple-rinsed empty pesticide containers.
 Treated medical wastes (if rendered non-infectious via
autoclave or other LEA-approved treatment method). No
red bags, sharp medical instruments, or containers allowed
without evidence of effective treatment.
 Dirt and other construction wastes may not be contaminated
with petroleum products or other hazardous material or
hazardous wastes.
 Empty containers (i.e., aerosol cans, paint cans) or
containers with dry materials (i.e., solid paint).
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PROHIBITED WASTES

The following waste types are not accepted for disposal at the Walker Landfill:



Hazardous waste as defined in 22 CCR, Division 4.5, Chapter 11, Article 1;
Non-friable asbestos is acceptable if wrapped in heavy plastic, taped, or
otherwise secured for immediate burial (friable asbestos not accepted for
disposal).



Designated waste as defined in 27 CCR Section 20210;



Friable asbestos-containing waste;



Untreated medical waste (including sharps or containers without evidence of
treatment); and,



Liquid or semi-solid waste with a solids content of less than 50 percent by weight.

Table 3.1 presents a detailed summary of typical wastes prohibited from disposal.
These wastes are removed from the waste stream by either the customer or the gate
attendant and temporarily stored by the gate attendant at the on-site household
hazardous waste (HHW) storage lockers.
Table 3.1. List of Typical Prohibited Wastes
Category

Waste Material
 Antifreeze
 Air-conditioning refrigerant
 Fuel additives and starter fluid
 Grease and rust solvents
 Transmission and brake fluid
 Used motor oil and oil filters

Automotive Supplies

 Lead-acid batteries, battery acid, corrosive battery fluid
 Car wax and polish
 Lubricating oil
 Automotive cleaners (carburetor cleaner, chrome polish)
 Gasoline, diesel fuel, fuel wastes
 Kerosene, lamp oil
 Auto body filler
continued…
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Table 3.1 (cont.), List of Typical Prohibited Wastes
Category

Waste Material
 Liquid enamel, latex, acrylic, and water-based paints (dried

Building and
Wood-Working Supplies,
Surface Treatments

Household Cleaners,
Hobby Suppliers

Appendix D










solids are acceptable)
Paint thinner, turpentine, mineral spirits
Paint or varnish remover, strippers
Wood preservatives (creosote, penta-chlorophenol)
Stains, polyurethanes, finishers
Glue, cement
Rust paints, metal primers
Friable asbestos
Fluorescent lamp tubes and ballasts






























Aerosol cans containing any pressure or fluid
Abrasive cleaners and powders, detergent
Adhesives, glues, cements
Butane lighters
Chemistry sets
Oven cleaner
Toilet cleaner
Bleach cleaners
Ammonia-based cleaners
Rug and upholstery cleaners
Resins, fiberglass, epoxy (dried solids are acceptable)
Mothballs and flakes
Pharmaceuticals (chemotherapy drugs)
Broken thermometers with mercury
Disinfectants
Photographic chemicals and solutions
Rubber cement thinner
Shoe dye, polish and paste
Spot removers
Nail polish, polish remover, cuticle remover
Furniture and floor polish
Hair permanent, colorant, and straightener solutions
Clothing and chemical dyes
Printer ink
Pool chemicals
Model glue and paint
Cleaning solvents or acids
Any solvents or acids, other than water
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Table 3.1 (cont.), List of Typical Prohibited Wastes
Category

Waste Material

Garden and Pet Supplies










Chemical fertilizers
Fungicides, Herbicides
Pesticides, Insecticides
Ant and roach killers
Pet care products (flea powder, tick powder, shampoo)
Rat, mouse, and gopher poisons
Snail and slug poisons
Soil fumigants

Other Wastes























Caustic sludge and wastewater
Acid sludge
Alkaline, caustic liquids
Fly ash
Lime and sulfur sludge
Soda ash
Used chemical solutions (cyanide, used acids)
Chemical toilet and septic tank pumpings
Pickling liquor
Air-reactive or water-reactive solids or liquids
Flammable gases, liquids, or solids
Freon gas and fluids from appliances
Compressed gases (flammable or non-flammable)
Corrosives
Oxidizers, organic peroxides
Poison gases
Radioactive wastes
Mercury
Ammunition, gun powder
Explosives
Liquids

4.0

PROHIBITED WASTE EXCLUSION PROGRAM

Signs posted at the landfill entrance describe the general types of waste that are
accepted for disposal and those that are prohibited. However, because of the rural
nature of the county and the potential for illegal disposal that it presents, Mono County
has adopted a policy of accepting hazardous wastes that are source-separated and
delivered by residential customers and small quantity generators. This material is
periodically transferred to the County’s permanent HHW facility (PHHWF) at the Benton
Crossing Landfill for proper management, including consolidation.
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By conducting both routine visual load inspections and random physical load
inspections, the prohibited waste exclusion program effectively educates customers as
to what types of waste should be separated and set aside prior to arrival at the landfill.
The gate attendant asks all incoming contractors and self-haul customers what type of
waste they are hauling and whether it contains any liquids, paints, batteries, televisions,
motor oil, or other prohibited waste. All open-top loads are visually inspected at the
scalehouse for the presence of hazardous or prohibited materials.
A minimum of one customer load, including self-haulers, contractors, dump trucks, and
roll-off trucks, is randomly selected every two weeks for a thorough physical inspection.
At the landfill, a selected load is carefully dumped and spread in a windrow adjacent to
the working face and away from traffic lanes, then inspected for the presence of
hazardous or prohibited wastes. Selected loads at the transfer station are physically
inspected at the tipping pad. Basic information about the customer is obtained (e.g.,
waste source, vehicle make, model, and license, contact telephone number), and the
customer is asked to wait while the inspection is performed. In addition to meeting
compliance with State solid waste regulations, the process is used as a means to
educate the customer. Manageable quantities of prohibited materials discovered in a
load are set aside until completion of the inspection, and then transferred to the on-site
HHW storage lockers for management. Loads suspected of containing hazardous
waste are treated as such until a determination can be made.
If waste found in private or commercial haul vehicles is determined to be acceptable, it
is transferred to either the municipal waste compactor at the transfer station or the
construction and demolition working face for disposal. If prohibited waste is discovered
in a load, the hauler is informed as to what has been found, instructed to set similar
waste aside in the future for proper management at the landfill, and furnished with a list
of common wastes that are prohibited. Due to the low traffic volume and because
detailed records are kept, suspect or prohibited wastes discharged at the site can
usually be traced back to the hauler. A waste source that has had prohibited waste
discovered in its load will typically be targeted for a follow-up physical load inspection in
the near future to ensure that the customer recognizes the importance of removing
prohibited materials from the waste stream.
When compacting the working face, loads are carefully spread for observation using a
dozer. Containers with contents that are not easily identifiable, such as unmarked 55gallon drums, are separated if a visual inspection determines that such movement will
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not cause the container to rupture, and will be opened and inspected only by properlytrained personnel.
Tests for hazardous characteristics are performed to classify unknown waste removed
through the load-checking program. Classification methods typically consist of using pH
paper followed by tests for corrosiveness, flammability, and reactivity. If prohibited
waste discovered at the site is outside the scope of the HHW program and beyond the
capabilities and training of site personnel, Division staff will call 911, implement the
facility’s Emergency Response Plan, and complete required notifications in accordance
with Section 5.0 of this plan. Landfill personnel will immediately take any necessary
steps to protect public health and safety and the environment, but will only participate in
response activities as directed by First Responders.
Hazardous wastes temporarily stored on-site are periodically removed by landfill
personnel and hauled to the PHHWF at the Benton Crossing Landfill for proper
management and storage, where it is:


Properly stored at the HHW facility in accordance with permit conditions;



Properly manifested;



Removed by a licensed transporter; and,



Disposed or recycled at a permitted treatment, storage, or disposal (TSD) facility.

5.0

NOTIFICATION

In the event prohibited waste discovered at the site is outside the scope of the HHW
program and beyond the capabilities and training of landfill personnel, site personnel will
contact the Solid Waste Superintendent, who will then notify the following regulatory
agencies within seven days:


Local Enforcement Agency (Mono County Health Department);



California Department of Toxic Substances Control; and,



Lahontan Regional Water Quality Control Board.

6.0

TRAINING

All Walker Landfill personnel (including gate personnel provided by the transfer station
contractor) are routinely trained and certified in load-checking procedures through an
on-going process of on-the-job, in-house, and external course training. Load-check
training addresses hazardous waste identification, proper waste handling and storage
methods, safety precautions, and record-keeping requirements detailed in this plan and
in the Emergency Response Plan. Training is performed both by qualified in-house
Appendix D
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LOAD-CHECKING PROGRAM
Walker Landfill

Revised February 2013
Page 8

instructors and by experienced contractors, and typically includes published materials,
audio/visual resources, hands-on classification testing, and field work as teaching aids.
Training documentation for each employee is entered into the operating record for the
facility. Given their potential exposure to hazardous substances, landfill personnel may
also receive 40-hour certification training in Hazardous Waste Operations and
Emergency Response (HAZWOPER) standards, consistent with Title 29, Part 1910.120
of the Code of Federal Regulations (29 CFR 1910.120). Those that have received
HAZWOPER training are also provided with annual 8-hour refresher training in
appropriate subject matters to keep their certification current.

7.0

RECORD-KEEPING AND REPORTING

Inspection records are completed by site personnel performing random physical load
inspections. These records, which are compiled for every physical load inspection, will
include the following data:


date and time the load was inspected;



name(s) of inspector(s);



a description of the contents of the load;



load origin, including company contact information (if applicable);



vehicle driver’s name and telephone number;



vehicle make, model, and license plate number;



observations made by the inspector;



description and quantity of rejected material(s), if any; and,



additional relevant comments.

Copies of the forms, Load Inspection Report and Daily Activity Log, used at the Walker
Landfill are included in the RDSI as Appendix F. Inspection records and documentation
of notifications in accordance with Section 5.0 will be placed in the operating record for
the facility at the office of the Mono County Department of Public Works.

Appendix D
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APPENDIX E
Record Keeping Forms

Walker Landfill

Report of Disposal Site Information
January 2015
Mono County

DAILY ACTIVITY LOG
Mono County Solid Waste Program
Facility Location:

Date:

/

/

BT

BX

BP

CH

PR

PV

WK

Mon.

Tue.

Wed.

Thu.

Fri.

Sat.

Sun.

a.m.

Closed:

Staff:

Open:

p.m.

START OF DAY CHECK:
Gate Security:

Okay

See Notes

Illegal Dumping:

None

See Notes

Perimeter Fencing:

Okay

See Notes

Vandalism:

None

See Notes

Equipment Check:

Okay

See Notes

Posted Signs:

Okay

See Notes

Windy

Notes:

Weather (a.m.):
Weather (p.m.):

Hot

Warm

Cool

Cold

Breezy

Sunny

Overcast

Rain

Snow

Other:

Hot

Warm

Cool

Cold

Breezy

Sunny

Overcast

Rain

Snow

Other:

Windy

SUMMARY OF DAILY ACTIVITIES:
Litter:

Load-Checking:

Routine Visual at Gate

Physical Inspection

SPECIAL EVENT / INJURY / ACCIDENT / INCIDENT REPORT:

sw daily activity log.doc
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GATE RECEIPT DESCRIPTION – SCALE SITES
No. W 12345
MONO COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

Comment or Description of Usage:

P.O. Box 457 x Bridgeport, CA 93517 x (760) 932-5440
SITE:

BX

BP

PV

WK

Line 1 – BX = Benton Xing; BP = Bport; PV = Pumice; WK = Walker.

DAY:

MON.

TUE.

WED.

THU.

Line 2 – Check box for day of week that transaction took place.

FRI.

SAT.

SUN.

HAULER:

ORIGIN:

SELF-HAUL

COMMERCIAL

CONTRACTOR

TRANSFER

MAM.LK.

O/C:

COUNTY

Line 3 – Who brought the load? “Self-Haul” is John Q. Public;
“Commercial” is a refuse company such as Mammoth Disposal.
Line 4 – Where is waste from? “Mam.Lk.” is Mammoth Lakes; your
local town is “County;” “O/C” is out of county – where? enter permit!

TRASH:

PACKER

ROLLOFF

OTHER $

Line 5 – Check box ONLY if charge is for plain ol’ mixed garbage.

INERTS:

N/C

CLEAN

MIXED $

Line 6 – “N/C” is no charge; all categories depend on material size.

WOOD:

MIXED BLDG. C&D

$

Line 7 – Mixed construction waste (roofing, drywall, etc.)

N/C

$

Line 8 – “N/C” is no charge; “Clean” is wood diverted for chipping.

LG.

$

Line 9 – BX Only; enter number of stumps for each size in load.

SCRAP

$

Line 10 – Qty of scrap metal, refrigerated (‘fridge, freezer, A/C) and

CLEAN

STUMP:

SM.

MED.

METAL:

REFRIG. (EA.)

NON-REFRIG. APPLIANCE (EA.) $
TIRES:

< 25 in. (EA.)

CRTs:

RIM (EA.)

$

Line 11 – Quantity of tires, by size, and quantity of rims on tire.

t 25 in./ TRACTOR (EA.)

$

TV / MONITOR (EA.)

$

Line 12 – Quantity of televisions, computer monitors; pull & set aside.

$

Line 13 – Anything else?

OTHER:
DIRECT:

non-refrigerated (stove, washer, dryer, water htr, etc.) appliances.

BURY

TONS:

DIVERT

If rim is already pulled off tire, charge it above as scrap metal.

TRANSFER

Line 14 – Where did the load end up? “Divert” is stockpiled or stored.

FEE: $

Line 15 – Total tonnage charged and fees assessed on lines 5-13.
Reserve spare area for scale printer and comments (if nec.)
PAID BY:

Line 16 – Indicate payment method. Write check no. or account no.

CASH
CHECK NO:

ACCT. NO:

ACCOUNT NAME:

Line 17 – For account holders only, write name of charge account.

SIGNATURE:

Line 18 – For account holders only, have driver sign for a charge.

PRINT NAME:

Line 19 – For account holders only, have driver print name.
ATTENDANT’S INITIALS:

WHITE – COUNTY

Appendix E

CANARY – COUNTY

Line 20 – Last, but not least, be sure to initial your ticket!
PINK - CUSTOMER

Walker RDSI
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LOAD INSPECTION REPORT
Mono County Solid Waste Program
Landfill:

BX

PV

WK

Transfer Station:

BT

BP

CH

Date:

/

/

Time:

PR

PV

WK

Inspector:

WASTE HAULER INFORMATION:
Driver’s Name:

Phone:

Inspection:

Company Name:

Phone:

Contact:

Vehicle Lic. No.:

Make:

Model:

Company Name:

Phone:

Contact:

Mailing Address:

City:

Title:

Visual

Physical

WASTE SOURCE INFORMATION:

DISPOSITION OF WASTE LOAD:
Waste Deemed Acceptable – Relocated to Proper Disposal Area
Prohibited Waste Suspected – Isolated Pending Determination
Prohibited Waste Detected – Commercial Source – Hauler Contacted for Removal
Prohibited Waste Detected – Residential Source – Relocated to Storage:

ID#:

Tub #:

Other:
DESCRIPTION OF PROHIBITED WASTE FOUND:
Solid Liquid Gas

Product Name / Chemical / Description

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS OR FOLLOW-UP:

load inspection form.doc
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Comment

(Attach Photos or Other Documentation)
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COMMON HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTES
CORROSIVES (ACIDS)
Boric Acid
Car Battery Acid
Copper Cleaners
Etching Solutions
Ferric Chloride
Fertilizers *
Hydrochloric Acid
Hydrofluoric Acid
Metal Cleaners
Muriatic Acid
Navel Jelly
Phosphoric Acid
Pool Acid
Sheep Dip
Sodium Bisulfate
Sulfuric Acid
Toilet Bowl Cleaners *
CORROSIVES (BASES)
Ammonia
Ammonia-Based Cleaners
Battery Terminal Cleaner
Caustic Soda
Cess Pool Cleaners *
Drain Cleaners *
Household Cleaners
Lime
Lye
Oven Cleaners *
Sodium Hydroxide
Window Cleaners
OXIDIZERS
Ammonium Nitrate
Bleach
Calcium Hypochlorite
Chlorates
Fertilizers *
Fluorine
Hair Coloring
Hydrogen Peroxide
Iodine
Nitric Acid
Plant Food
Potassium Permanganate
Sodium Hypochlorite
Toilet Bowl Cleaner w/Bleach
ORGANIC PEROXIDE
Adhesive Catalysts
Auto Body Filler (Bondo) Catalyst
Tree Root / Stump Killer
EXPLOSIVES
Ammunition
Fireworks
Flares
RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS
Luminescent Dial Watches
Smoke Alarms
*Check ingredients to be sure.
list of common hhw.doc
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FLAMMABLES & COMBUSTIBLES
Acetone
Adhesives *
Aerosols
Air Freshener
Alcohols
Ashphalt Driveway Topping
Auto Body Filler (Bondo)
Automotive Oils
Automotive Waxes
BBQ Lighter Fluid
Benzene
Brake Fluid
Camphor
Chrome-Silver Polishes *
Cutting Oil
Dap *
Denatured Alcohol
Diesel Fuel
Disinfectants
Duplicator Fluid
Enamel Paint (unsolidified)
Enamel / Oil Base Paint
Epoxy Paint (unsolidified)
Ethanol
Ether
Ethylene Glycol
Fiberglass Resins (unsolidified)
Fingernail Polish & Remover
Floor / Furniture Polish
Formaldehyde Solution
Gasoline
Glues *
Grease
Household Waxes
Isopropyl Alcohol
Kerosene
Lacquer Thinner
Lacquer Paint (unsolidified)
Linseed Oil
Liquid Waxes *
Liquid Sandpaper *
Liquid Butane
Methanol
Methylene Chloride
Naphtha
Oils (Petroleum)
Organic Solvents
Paint Thinners
Paint Strippers *
Paraffin Oil
Pentachlorophenol
Perfume
Petroleum Distillates
Plastic Model Cement
Polyurethane Paint (unsolidified)
Polyurethane Cement (unsolidified)
Power Steering Fluid
Primers
Roofing Cement
Rug / Upholstery Cleaner
Sealers
Shellac Thinner
Silicone Sprays
Mono County Department of Public Works

Walker RDSI

FLAMMABLES, continued…
Spot Remover / Dry Clean Fluid
Tile Cement
Tire Black
Toluene / Toluol
Transmission Fluid / Oil
Turpentine
Varnish
Wallpaper Cement
Windshield Washer Fluid
WD-40
White Gas
Wood Filler / Putty
Wood Stain
Xylene / Xylol
POISONS
Ant and Roach Killer
Antifreeze
Arsenic Compounds
Automotive Cleaners
Bacterial Pipe Cleaners
Black Flag
Bordeaux Mix
Boric Acid
Bug Remover
Chlordane
Chrome-Silver Polishes *
Chromium
Copper Sulfate
DDT
Diazinon
Dimethylamine Salts
Disinfectants *
Dog Repellent
Ethylene Glycol
Fertilizers
Flea Spray / Powder
Fungicides *
Gopher / Mole Killer
Insect Sprays
Latex / Water-Based Paints
Lead Compounds
Lice Powder
Lindane
Malathion
Mercury
Moth Chrystals
OFF Insect Spray
Pentachlorophenol
Pesticides
Pharmaceuticals
Plant Food
Pruning Paint
Raid
Rat Poison
Rose Dust
Round-Up
Seven Dust / Spray
Snail / Slug Killer
Strychnine
Tar Remover
Weed / Grass Killer
Windshield Washer Fluid
rev. 4/1/01
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CRT ACCEPTANCE LOG
Mono County Solid Waste Program

Location:

Date:

BT

BX

No. of CRTs:

Phys. Address:

Date:

No. of CRTs:

No. of CRTs:

No. of CRTs:

Phys. Address:

Date:
Phys. Address:

Date:
Phys. Address:

Date:
Phys. Address:

CRT acceptance log.doc
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Zip:

Zip:

Customer Name:
Zip:

Customer Name:
Zip:

Customer Name:
Town:

No. of CRTs:

Zip:

Customer Name:

Town:

No. of CRTs:

Zip:

Customer Name:

Town:

No. of CRTs:

WK

Customer Name:

Town:

No. of CRTs:

PV

Customer Name:

Town:

Phys. Address:

Date:

PR

Town:

Phys. Address:

Date:

CH

Town:

Phys. Address:

Date:

BP

Zip:

Customer Name:
Town:

Mono County Department of Public Works
Walker RDSI

Zip:

rev. 05.20.08
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USED OIL ACCEPTANCE LOG
Mono County Solid Waste Program

Location:
Date:
Initials:
Reason(s) If Rejected:
Date:
Initials:
Reason(s) If Rejected:
Date:
Initials:
Reason(s) If Rejected:
Date:
Initials:
Reason(s) If Rejected:
Date:
Initials:
Reason(s) If Rejected:
Date:
Initials:
Reason(s) If Rejected:

BT

BX

BP

CH

Vol. Oil:

gal.

Name:

Filters:

ea.

Phone:

Odor

Color

Layered

Vol. Oil:

gal.

Name:

Filters:

ea.

Phone:

Odor

Color

Layered

Vol. Oil:

gal.

Name:

Filters:

ea.

Phone:

Odor

Color

Layered

Vol. Oil:

gal.

Name:

Filters:

ea.

Phone:

Odor

Color

Layered

Vol. Oil:

gal.

Name:

Filters:

ea.

Phone:

Odor

Color

Layered

Vol. Oil:

gal.

Name:

Filters:

ea.

Phone:

Odor

Color

Layered

Acceptable Fluids:

Unacceptable Fluids:

Motor Oils
Gear Box Oils
Transmission Fluids

Solvents
Gasoline
Water

used oil acceptance log.doc
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PR

Viscosity

Other:

Viscosity

Other:

Viscosity

Other:

Viscosity

Other:

Viscosity

Other:

Viscosity

Other:

Brake Fluid
Anti-Freeze
Paints & Varnishes

Mono County Department of Public Works

Walker RDSI

PV

WK

Paint & Lacquer Thinners
Household Chemicals
Pesticides & Insecticides

rev. 4/1/01
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HOUSEHOLD HAZARDOUS WASTE TRANSFER FORM
Mono County Solid Waste Program
Hauled From:
Date:

/

BT

BX

/

BP

Delivered To:

PAINTS & STAINS

CH
BX

PR

PV

WK

By (initial):

or,

CRTs / BATTERIES / OTHER

Pints:

5 Gallon:

CRTs:

Auto Batteries:

Quarts:

Aerosol Cans:

Oil Filters:

NiCad Batteries:

1 Gallon:

Other:

Fluor. Tubes:

Alk. Batteries:

ACID CORROSIVES & OXIDIZERS

BASE CORRROSIVES & OXIDIZERS

POISONS & PESTICIDES

FLAMMABLES

NEUTRALS

hhw bill of lading.doc
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FACILITY VISITOR’S LOG
Mono County Solid Waste Program
Location:
Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

Date:

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

sw facility visitor log.doc
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/

/

/

/

/

/

/

BT

BX

BP

CH

Time In:

Visitor(s):

Time Exit:

Company:

Phone:

Purpose:

Time In:

Visitor(s):

Time Exit:

Company:

Phone:

Purpose:

Time In:

Visitor(s):

Time Exit:

Company:

Phone:

Purpose:

Time In:

Visitor(s):

Time Exit:

Company:

Phone:

Purpose:

Time In:

Visitor(s):

Time Exit:

Company:

Phone:

Purpose:

Time In:

Visitor(s):

Time Exit:

Company:

Phone:

Purpose:

Time In:

Visitor(s):

Time Exit:

Company:

Phone:

Purpose:
Mono County Department of Public Works

Walker RDSI

PR

PV

WK

rev. 4/1/01
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TRAINING / SAFETY MEETING RECORD
Mono County Solid Waste Program
Facility Location:
Date:

BT

BX

BP

CH

Time:

PR

PV

WK

Conducted By:

MEETING ATTENDEES
Print or Type Name

Signature

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
TOPICS OF DISCUSSION
1.

4. Property Damage Since Last Safety Meeting

2. Safety Hazards Identified Since Last Mtg.

5. Close Calls Since Last Safety Meeting

3. Injuries Since Last Safety Meeting

6. Safety Issues Related to Upcoming Tasks

RESOURCES USED (i.e., video, handouts – attach copy)
1.

3.

2.

4.
SUMMARY OF DISCUSSION

sw trng & safety mtg log.doc
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APPENDIX F
Emergency Contact, Supervisory Structure and Minimum Qualifications

Walker Landfill

Report of Disposal Site Information
January 2015
Mono County

EMERGENCY NOTIFICATION LIST
Mono County Solid Waste Program
Title / Responsibility

Name

Office Phone

Cellular Phone

Home Phone

Solid Waste Facilities
Benton Crossing Landfill .............................................. Office ........................................ n/a ................................. (760) 937-2192 ........................... n/a
Site Supervisor .................................................. Tom Music .................................... n/a ................................. (760) 937-2659 ........................... n/a
Benton TS – Gate Attendant ................................. Pauline Moran ................................. n/a ................................. (775) 258-5344 ........................... n/a
Bridgeport TS – Gate Attendant ............................ Robert Gilman ................................. n/a ................................. (760) 920-7258 ........................... n/a
Chalfant TS – Gate Attendant ............................... Pauline Moran ................................ n/a ................................. (760) 920-7277 ........................... n/a
Paradise TS – Gate Attendant .............................Shawn Scoggins................................ n/a ................................. (760) 920-7277 ........................... n/a
Pumice Valley TS – Gate Attendant ..................... Robert Gilman ................................. n/a ................................. (760) 920-7258 ........................... n/a
Walker TS – Gate Attendant ................................. Mike Vaughan ................................. n/a ................................. (775) 247-6018 ........................... n/a

Solid Waste Administration
Solid Waste Superintendent .................................. Tony Dublino .........................(760) 932-5453 ....................... (760) 616-0613 ........................... n/a
Equipment Maintenance .....................................Jerry VandeBrake......................(760) 932-5462 ....................... (530) 208-6422 ........................... n/a
Public Works Administration ................................. Megg Hawkins ........................(760) 932-5440 ................................. n/a ..................................... n/a

D&S Waste Removal (Contract Transfer Station Operator)
General Manager ................................................... Darrol Brown ........... (775) 463-3090 / (866) 463-3090 ......... (775) 277-0175 ........................... n/a
Supervisor ............................................................... Kevin Brown ............ (775) 463-3090 / (866) 463-3090 ......... (775) 277-0143 ........................... n/a
Transfer Station Manager ....................................Shawn Scoggins................................ n/a ................................. (760) 920-5646 ........................... n/a

Mono County Environmental Health Department
LEA Program ............................................................ Jill Kearney ............. (760) 924-1846 / (760) 932-5580 ......... (530) 304-3911 ........................... n/a
Director .................................................................... Louis Molina ............ (760) 924-1845 / (760) 932-5588 ......... (760) 937-7246 ........................... n/a

Road Districts
Road Operations Manager ...................................... Jeff Walters ..........................(760) 932-5459 ....................... (775) 309-3343 ........................... n/a
District 1 (Crowley) ................................................. Steve Reeves .........................(760) 935-4347 ....................... (760) 937-1894 ........................... n/a
District 2 (Benton) .................................................. Josh Rhodes .........................(760) 933-2311 ....................... (760) 937-1436 ........................... n/a
District 3 (Lee Vining) .............................................. Jason Small ..........................(760) 647-6336 ....................... (760) 937-1896 ........................... n/a
District 4.5 (Bridgeport & Walker) ......................... Cory Gonzales ........................(760) 932-5288 ....................... (760) 920-1849 ........................... n/a
Walker Road Shop ........................................ ....................................(530) 495-2202 ................................. n/a ..................................... n/a

Mono County Risk Manager
Risk Manager ...................................................... Sarah Messerlian ......................(760) 932-5415 .................................... ....................................... n/a

Emergency Response

Location

Office Phone

Sheriff’s Department (911) ...................................... Bridgeport .............................. (760) 932-7549
Sgt. Jeff Beard, Emergency Services ................ Bridgeport ....................... (760) 932-7549 ext. 114
California Highway Patrol (911) ............................... Bridgeport .............................. (760) 932-7995
Bishop ................................. (760) 873-3531
Fire Districts ....................................................................... ................................................ 911
Cal Fire – Owens Valley (office) ........................... Bishop ................................. (760) 387-2565
Cal Fire – Owens Valley (dispatch) ............................ ...................................... (909) 881-6916
BLM / USFS Fire Response (dispatch) ................ Bishop ................................. (760) 873-2488
Paramedics ........................................................................ ................................................ 911
Hospitals / Clinics
Mammoth Emergency Room ........................ Mammoth Lakes ......................... (760) 934-3311

ext. 2234

Bridgeport Clinic ................................................. Bridgeport .............................. (760) 932-7011
Northern Inyo ........................................................ Bishop ................................. (760) 873-5811
Carson Valley Urgent Care ........................... Gardnerville, NV ......................... (775) 782-1600

Other Offices / Agencies
California Dept. of Transportation (Caltrans) .............. Bishop ................................. (760) 872-0601
Eastern Sierra Oil (Diesel Fuel) ................................... Bishop ................................. (760) 872-4645
Propane Gas Companies
Amerigas ............................................................... Bishop ................................. (760) 873-6371
Bridgeport .............................. (760) 932-7961
Mammoth Lakes ......................... (760) 934-2213

or, 934-6333

Walker ................................. (530) 495-2324
Eastern Sierra Propane ........................................ Bishop ................................. (760) 872-2955
Turner Propane ............................................. Mammoth Lakes ......................... (760) 934-6811
Bishop ................................. (760) 872-1314
Waste Collection Companies
Mammoth Disposal ....................................... Mammoth Lakes ......................... (760) 934-2201
D&S Waste Removal ...................................... Yerington, NV ........................... (775) 463-3090
Note: home telephone numbers are not published on the emergency contact list distributed as an attachment to permit documents.
Mono County Department of Public Works

rev. 01.1.15

ORGANIZATIONAL CHART
MONO COUNTY SOLID WASTE OPERATIONS
Public Works Director
Jeff Walters

Solid Waste Superintendent
Tony Dublino

Benton Crossing
Landfill

Transfer Station Operations Contract
D&S Waste Disposal, Inc.

SW Facility Supervisor
Tom Music

General Manager
Kevin Brown

SW Equipment Operator
David Campbell

Benton Landfill
(Closed - Maint. Only)

Benton
Transfer Station

SW Equipment Operator
Steve Johnston

Bridgeport Landfill
(Closed - Maint. Only)

Bridgeport
Transfer Station

SW Maintenance Worker
Tim Keller

Chalfant Landfill
(Closed - Maint. Only)

Chalfant
Transfer Station

SW Gate Attendant
Bill VanKampen

Pumice Valley
C&D Landfill

Paradise
Transfer Station

SW Maintenance Worker
Vacant

Walker
C&D Landfill

Pumice Valley
Transfer Station

Walker
Transfer Station

MONO COUNTY

GEMS Code:

BARGAINING UNIT: AT-WILL

Date Established:
Date Revised: 2/2/10

SOLID WASTE SUPERINTENDENT
DEFINITION
Under general direction, to plan, organize, manage, and coordinate the services, functions, and
activities of Solid Waste Division of the Public Works Department, and to do related work as
assigned.
DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS
This is a single position classification for a management position which provides direction and
supervision for the County Solid Waste Facilities. Responsibilities include project development,
contract administration, compliance monitoring, and staff supervision, assignment, and scheduling.
REPORTS TO
Public Works Director, Assistant Public Works Director, or designee.
CLASSIFICATIONS SUPERVISED
Solid Waste Supervisor, Solid Waste Equipment Operator, Solid Waste Maintenance Worker,
Fiscal and Technical Specialist.
EXAMPLES OF IMPORTANT AND ESSENTIAL DUTIES (The following is used as a partial
description and is not restrictive as to duties required.)
o Develops and implements short- and long-term division goals, objectives, policies and
procedures; develops long-range plans for major County solid waste facility improvement and
maintenance projects;
o Directs, oversees and coordinates the scheduling and performance of work by Division staff;
o Prepares the division budget and individual project budgets, identifying needs, estimated
expenses, and projected funds available;
o Manages the divisional budget assuring that funded projects are completed and budgetary and
legal and regulatory constraints are followed;
o Ensures compliance with regulatory requirements;
o Develops and administers the County’s recycling program and household hazardous waste
program;
o Compiles, maintains, and performs quality control for program data and records and prepares
required reports;
o Maintains current awareness of legislation and issues regarding solid waste facility operation
and permitting, recycling program operation, and hazardous waste management and disposal;
o Responds to inquiries, suggestions, and complaints from the public and County
representatives;
o Develops and implements solutions to complex and sensitive situations impacting the public
and ensuring the safety and quality of work;
o Meets with community groups and civic organizations to educate and discuss issues relating to
solid waste facilities and the County’s solid waste program;
o Ensures that safety standards are observed;
Appendix F
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o Meets with fire, safety, and regulatory inspectors to discuss possible hazards, operational
deficiencies, and corrections;
o Develops project plans and specifications for improvement projects, develops contract
documents and bid packages for bidding purposes, and manages, inspects, and certifies
completion of projects;
o Meets with contractors and consultants to provide and obtain information on matters involving
the division;
o Provides project management for contract projects;
o Inspects, manages, and provides input to contractors working at County disposal facilities;
o Supervises, trains, and evaluates assigned staff;
o Represents the County at public meetings;
o Assigns and reviews the investigation and reporting of industrial and equipment accidents;
o Works cooperatively with Public Works’ Fleet Operations Division to ensure the repair,
maintenance, and procurement of equipment;
o Obtains facts, analyzes evidence, and makes decisions or takes actions to correct problems;
o Integrates new programs into existing operations;
o Prioritizes workload for prompt completion of emergency and unscheduled work requests;
o Coordinates functions of the Solid Waste Local Task Force, including meeting schedules,
agendas, and minutes, and task force membership;
o Performs required environmental monitoring, including sampling and reporting, and/or
manages contracts required to comply with sampling, analysis, and reporting requirements;
o Develops, maintains, monitors, and updates operating permits;
o Administers waste collection franchise agreements and manages and works cooperatively with
franchise haulers and their customers;
o Administers, monitors, renews, and updates program revenue sources, including gate fees and
the solid waste fee program.
TYPICAL PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS
Sit for extended periods; frequently stand and walk; ability to walk in uneven terrain and on
slippery surfaces; normal manual dexterity and eye-hand coordination; ability to crawl through
various areas requiring movement on hands and knees; ability to climb, stoop, crouch, and kneel;
lift and move objects weighing up to 50 lbs.; perform sustained physical work; corrected hearing
and vision to normal range; verbal communication; use of office equipment, including computer,
telephone, calculator, copiers, and fax; operate an automobile and two-way radio.
TYPICAL WORKING CONDITIONS
Work is performed in building and outdoor environments; work is performed in varying
temperatures; exposure to dust, chemicals, and gases; continuous contact with other staff.
DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS
Knowledge of:
o Principles, practices and planning techniques for operation and permitting of solid waste
facilities.
o Laws regulating solid waste facilities.
o Principles of personnel administration, including training, supervision, performance evaluation,
and discipline.
o Budget and cost estimating principles.
o Legal and safety requirements, occupational hazards and safety standards.
o Precautions as they relate to solid waste management and operations.
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o
o
o
o

Equipment, materials, and methods used in the operations of solid waste facilities.
Principles and practices of contract administration.
Principles, practices, and planning techniques for public education.
Development and administration of contracts.

Ability to:
o Work cooperatively and effectively with County personnel, contractors, consultants, and the
public.
o Communicate professionally and effectively both orally and in writing.
o Provide positive, professional, and responsive customer service.
o Identify needs, recognize problems, and develop solutions regarding solid waste facilities.
o Perform inspections, identify deficiencies, and implement corrective action.
o Establish work priorities and/or make operational changes.
o Plan, organize, schedule, and direct the maintenance and repair of assigned County facilities
and associated equipment and personnel.
o Provide supervision, training, and performance evaluation for assigned staff.
o Estimate time and materials requirements for maintenance and repair projects.
o Read and interpret project plans and specifications.
o Develop project scopes of work, solicit bids, and negotiate and administer contracts.
o Prepare budget recommendations and monitor expenditures within budget authorizations.
o Make mathematical calculations quickly and accurately.
o Prepare clear, concise, and accurate reports.
o Represent the County facilities functions with other County management.
o Establish and maintain cooperative working relationships.
o Lead Solid Waste Local Task Force meetings.
Training and Experience:
Any combination of training and experience which would likely provide the required knowledge and
abilities is qualifying. A typical way to obtain the required knowledge and abilities would be:
Six years of increasing responsibility in solid waste management, including at least
two years of supervisory experience,
AND
A bachelor’s degree in civil engineering, geology, physics, chemistry, or in a similar
field in the environmental or physical sciences. Alternatively, a bachelor’s degree in
business management with a minor or coursework in environment or physical
sciences.
Special Requirements:
Possession of a driver’s license valid in California.
The contents of this class specification shall not be construed to constitute any expressed or
implied warranty or guarantee, nor shall it constitute a contract of employment. The County of
Mono assumes no responsibility beyond the general accuracy of the document, nor does it assume
responsibility for any errors or omissions in the information contained herein. The contents of this
specification may be modified or revoked without notice. Terms and conditions of employment are
determined through a “meet and confer” and/or individual employment contract process and are
subject to the Memorandum of Understanding or employment contract currently in effect.
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Mono County

Date Last Revised:
FLSA:
EEO:

11\05
Exempt
2

SOLID WASTE SUPERVISOR
DEFINITION
Under general supervision, to direct, oversee, and supervise, the operations, activities, and
personnel involved in equipment operation, recycling functions, and maintenance activities at
County Solid Waste facilities; and to do related work as required.
DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS
This is a full supervisory level in the Solid Waste Equipment Operator/Supervisor class series.
The incumbent is responsible for supervising staff and planning and scheduling operations for the
County’s Solid Waste facilities. In addition, the incumbent oversees and supervises equipment
operation and maintenance activities at the County’s Solid Waste sites.
REPORTS TO
????
CLASSIFICATIONS SUPERVISED
Solid Waste Equipment Operator, Solid Waste Gate Attendant, and Solid Waste Maintenance
Attendant.
EXAMPLES OF IMPORTANT AND ESSENTIAL DUTIES (The following is used as a partial
description and is not restrictive as to duties required.)
Plans, organizes, and supervises operations, staff, and maintenance at County Landfill facilities;
supervises, trains and evaluate the work of assigned staff; provides safety training to staff;
performs transfer site inspections; deals with customer complaints regarding Landfill operations
and services; participates in the development and administration of the County Recycling
Program; develops and administers landfill and transfer station contracts; directs the development
and develops required reports and records; maintains current awareness legislation and issues
which effect hazardous materials and hazardous waste disposal; oversees equipment operation
and maintenance functions at the County’s Solid Waste sites and transfer stations; operates
various collection vehicles and heavy equipment as needed.
TYPICAL PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS
Sit for extended periods; frequently stand and walk; ability to walk on slippery and uneven
surfaces; normal manual dexterity and eye-hand coordination; ability to crawl through various
areas requiring movement on hands and knees; ability to climb, stoop, crouch, and kneel; lift and
move objects weighing up to 50 lbs.; perform sustained physical work; corrected hearing and
vision to normal range; verbal communication; use of office equipment, including computer,
telephone, calculator, copiers, and FAX; use hand tools and power equipment.
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SOLID WASTE SUPERVISOR - 2
TYPICAL WORKING CONDITIONS
Work is performed in a building and outdoor environment; work is performed in varying
temperatures; exposure to grease, solvents, chemicals, and pesticides; continuous contact with
other staff and the public.
DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS
Knowledge of:
Basic knowledge of laws, rules, regulations, and policies affecting solid waste operations
and facility development.
Principles and practices of solid waste management control.
Operation and maintenance of a solid waste sites and transfer facilities.
Operation and maintenance requirements of collection/transfer vehicles and heavy
equipment, including state and federal inspections programs.
Safety work practices and regulations,
Computers and software used in solid waste management and administrative work.
Principles of staff supervision, employee training, and work evaluation.
Ability to:
Plan, organize, supervise, and coordinate County Landfill site operation, equipment
operations, and maintenance functions.
Provide supervision, training, and work evaluation for assigned staff.
Assist with studies and project development for Landfill facilities operations, maintenance,
and site improvement.
Read and interpret laws, ordinances, regulations, and guidelines related to solid waste
services and facility operations and maintenance.
Operate a computer and use appropriate software in the performance of solid waste
administrative work.
Effectively represent the Public Works Department and the Solid Waste Program in
responding to inquires, providing assistance, and dealing with public.
Establish and maintain cooperative working relationships.
Training and Experience:
Any combination of training and experience which would likely provide the required
knowledge and abilities is qualifying. A typical way to obtain the required knowledge and
abilities would be:
Five (5) years of increasingly responsible work experience in solid waste equipment
operation, site maintenance, and site operations. Previous lead/supervisory experience is
highly desirable.
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SOLID WASTE SUPERVISOR - 3
DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS

(continued)

Special Requirements:
Possession of, or ability to obtain, a valid, current, and appropriate class of California
Driver=s License required to perform the majority of regular job assignments.
Some job assignments may require a special Class of California Driver’s license and
endorsements.
The contents of this class specification shall not be construed to constitute any expressed or implied warranty
or guarantee, nor shall it constitute a contract of employment. The County of Mono assumes no responsibility
beyond the general accuracy of the document, nor does it assume responsibility for any
errors or omissions in the information contained herein. The contents of this specification may be modified
or revoked without notice. Terms and conditions of employment are determined through a “meet and confer”
process and are subject to the Memorandum of Understanding or “At-Will” Contract currently in effect.
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MONO COUNTY
BARGAINING UNIT: MCPEA

SOLID WASTE EQUIPMENT OPERATOR
DEFINITION
Under direction, to perform the full range of assignments and duties involved in the
maintenance, repair, and construction of roads, landfill waste cells and cover systems,
drainage systems, and other structures at County solid waste facilities; to operate, maintain,
and perform general repairs of all tools and equipment; to monitor and inspect incoming
waste loads; to control and direct traffic; to maintain storage and stockpile areas; to perform
routine grounds maintenance duties of County solid waste facilities; to explain and enforce
rules, regulations, policies, and procedures in a tactful and courteous manner; and to perform
other job related work as required.
DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS
This is the advanced journey level in the Solid Waste Worker Class series. Incumbents in this
series will be assigned primarily to landfill work, but may be cross-trained in and assigned to
waste transfer operations or Road Division or Facilities Division work within the Department
of Public Works. Incumbents perform the full range of tasks with minimal supervision.
Incumbents may also provide lead direction and training to subordinate staff.
REPORTS TO
Site Supervisor or Operations Manager.
CLASSIFICATIONS DIRECTLY SUPERVISED
May provide lead direction and training to gate attendants and laborers.
EXAMPLES OF DUTIES
Duties may include, but are not limited to, the following:
Perform duties specified in written operating procedures established for County solid
waste facilities and apply rules and regulations developed for such facilities.
Perform the full range of duties in the maintenance, construction, and repair of on-site
roads, landfill cover, drainage systems, and other systems at County solid waste facilities.
Operate a variety of heavy construction and landfill disposal equipment, including
bulldozers, landfill compactors, scrapers, wheel loaders, backhoes, skid steer loaders,
motor graders, dump trucks, water trucks, and tilt-frame trucks.
Operate a variety of smaller equipment, including generators, stationary compactors,
steam cleaners, forklifts, welding equipment, cutting torches, air compressors, pumps,
hand tools, and power tools.
Push and compact solid waste; excavate, haul, place, and compact soil to cover solid
waste; and, maintain daily, intermediate, and final cover.
Routinely monitor and inspect incoming waste loads for prohibited material and remove
and properly store such materials.
Assist with the operation and maintenance of facility stockpiles and storage areas.
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Solid Waste Equipment Operator

Perform scalehouse operation duties in accordance with the specifications of the job
description for the Solid Waste Gate Attendant worker class, as necessary.
Perform laborer duties in accordance with the specifications of the job description for the
Solid Waste Maintenance Attendant worker class, as necessary.
Assist in the performance of routine grounds maintenance tasks.
Assist with minor construction and repair of site facilities.
Maintain traffic control and assist with the installation, maintenance, and repair of traffic
control devices and warning signs as required.
Assist with the installation, maintenance, and repair of litter control devices as required.
Assist with placement of synthetic tarps or other mechanisms used as alternative daily
cover over the active working face of the landfill.
Perform random physical load inspections, record findings, handle hazardous and other
prohibited waste detected in the load in accordance with the County’s Load Checking
Program.
May drive vehicles to transport materials, tools, and equipment.
Operate, clean, and care for hand tools and equipment.
Perform general maintenance, adjustments, and repair tasks on landfill equipment and
tools, including assisting mechanics with routine preventative maintenance programs.
Assist with inspections of site facilities and reports on deficiencies.
Perform emergency response measures according to established procedures in the event
of fire or other emergency conditions.
Perform related duties as assigned.
TYPICAL PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS
Sit for extended periods; frequently stand, walk, stoop, kneel, and crouch; physical ability to
lift and carry objects weighing up to 50 pounds unassisted and greater than 50 pounds with
assistance; normal manual dexterity and hand-eye coordination; corrected hearing and vision
to normal range; verbal communication; use of equipment including hand and power tools,
hydraulic equipment, computers, printers, and telephones.
TYPICAL WORKING CONDITIONS
Work is performed outdoors in varying temperature, severe weather, and humidity condition;
work is performed in environment with constant noise; exposure to fumes, dust, grease, and
oils; exposure to moving equipment; exposure to electrical current; exposure to controlled
and hazardous substances, pesticides, herbicides, paints, and chemicals; frequent contact
with staff and the public. Incumbents are subject to working after hours, evenings, weekends,
holidays, and call-outs.
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Solid Waste Equipment Operator

DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS
Knowledge of:
x

Operation of maintenance and construction tools and equipment.

x

Materials, methods, practices, and equipment used in the construction, maintenance,
and repair of roads, drainage systems, landfill waste cells and cover systems, and
other features used in the proper operation of solid waste facilities.

x

Vehicle classifications, capabilities, and capacities.

x

Methods and practices followed in the maintenance, care, repair, and minor
adjustments of tools, machinery, and equipment.

x

Snow removal methods, procedures, and equipment.

x

Traffic laws, rules, and ordinances involved in truck and heavy equipment operations;
traffic control practices and regulations.

x

Principles of lead direction and training.

x

General clerical procedures, including cash transactions and basic record-keeping.

x

Basic arithmetic.

x

Occupational hazards and safe work practices.

Ability and willingness to:
x

Learn, interpret, understand, and apply pertinent laws, codes, regulations, policies,
and procedures.

x

Explain and enforce rules, regulations, policies, and procedures in a tactful and
courteous manner.

x

Follow established safe work rules, practices, policies, and procedures.

x

Perform a variety of unskilled and semi-skilled tasks in the maintenance and operation
of County landfills and transfer stations.

x

Perform heavy physical labor.

x

Operate all required equipment, tools, and vehicles.

x

Clean, maintain, and make basic repairs to equipment and tools.

x

Recognize and identify conditions that require maintenance and repair work.

x

Identify hazardous wastes and apply established procedures for their proper handling.

x

Identify recyclable and salvageable materials and apply established procedures for
their proper handling.

x

Collect and count money, make change and issue receipts, use a cash box or register.

x

Reconcile cash against receipts and prepare bank deposits.

x

Perform required mathematical computations with accuracy.
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Solid Waste Equipment Operator

x

Prepare and maintain accurate and complete records and reports in a legible manner
and according to prescribed procedures.

x

Communicate clearly and concisely, both orally and in writing.

x

Establish and maintain cooperative working relationships.

x

Understand and accurately follow oral and written directions.

x

Work effectively in the absence of supervision.

x

Work effectively in emergency and stressful situations.

x

Maintain confidentiality.

Training and Experience:
Any combination of training and experience that would provide the required knowledge
and abilities is qualifying. A typical way to obtain the knowledge and abilities would be:
Two years of increasingly responsible work experience in road, landfill, or other earthmoving construction and maintenance work, including at least one year operating
heavy power-driven construction equipment such as bulldozers, landfill compactors,
scrapers, wheel loaders, and/or dump trucks; experience in performing teller or cashier
activities; experience or training in entrance gate or retail store operation.
Special Requirements:
High school diploma or GED equivalent
Possession of a valid California driver’s license. Possession of a Class A California
driver’s license, or the ability to obtain a Class A license within six months of hire date,
may be required depending on assignment.
Salary Range: 54
This job specification should not be construed to imply that these requirements are the
exclusive standards of the position. Not all duties are necessarily performed by each
incumbent. Additionally, incumbents will be required to follow instructions and to perform other
job related duties as may be required.
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MONO COUNTY
BARGAINING UNIT: MCPEA

SOLID WASTE MAINTENANCE WORKER
DEFINITION
Under supervision, to perform a variety of assignments and duties involved in the operation of
County solid waste facilities; to monitor and inspect incoming waste loads; to control entrance
facilities; to control and direct traffic; to operate, maintain, and perform minor repairs to and
maintenance of assigned tools and equipment; to maintain storage and stockpile areas; to
operate wood chipper, wheel loader, forklift, and other equipment necessary for the
management of wastes requiring special handling; to identify, classify, and manage
hazardous and universal wastes; to assist in the application of alternative daily cover; to
prepare and maintain routine records of solid waste disposal activities; to perform routine
grounds maintenance duties at County solid waste facilities; to explain and enforce rules,
regulations, policies, and procedures in a tactful and courteous manner; and, to perform other
job related work as required.
DISTINGUISHING CHARACTERISTICS
Incumbents in this classification are responsible for the assessment and collection of gate
fees and for the operation of weigh scales. They must also have the ability to control the
waste stream as it enters the facility, direct traffic within the facility, and to communicate with
the public in a friendly, tactful, and courteous manner. Incumbents maintain records, control
litter, and perform routine daily operation and maintenance of the equipment, stockpiles, and
structures located at their assigned solid waste site(s).
REPORTS TO
Site Supervisor or Operations Manager.
CLASSIFICATIONS DIRECTLY SUPERVISED
None.
EXAMPLES OF DUTIES
Duties may include, but are not limited to, the following:
Scalehouse Operation:
Prepare entrance area for business each day.
Provide accurate information to the public related to facility operations and the County’s
solid waste program in a prompt, courteous, and tactful manner.
Ask customers questions related to load content and origin; check each load for
hazardous and other prohibited waste and handle any such waste in accordance with the
County’s Load Checking Program.
Assess each load as to type and weight or volume of solid waste material, calculate fees,
perform cash and account transactions, and complete written receipts.
Maintain security of cash and receipts, reconcile cash and account records against
receipts and prepare deposits.
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Solid Waste Gate Attendant

Operate a weigh scale and/or large trash compactors in conformance with applicable
state and local regulations and manufacturer’s guidelines.
Prepare and maintain routine records of solid waste disposal activities.
Receive, record, and respond to inquiries and complaints from customers and the general
public.
Maintenance Tasks:
Perform daily litter control and routine grounds maintenance tasks.
Assist with minor construction and repair of site facilities.
Install, maintain, and repair traffic control devices and warning signs as directed.
Install, maintain, and repair litter control devices as directed.
Remove and properly dispose of litter and windblown debris throughout the facility and
around site perimeters, including areas extending beyond property boundaries.
Assist with placement of synthetic tarps or other mechanisms used as alternative daily
cover over the active working face of the landfill.
Remove salvageable material from working face(s) and relocate to appropriate stockpile.
Provide routine cleaning and maintenance of the weigh scale and/or trash compactors,
including snow removal.
Operate, clean, and care for hand tools and equipment.
Perform routine maintenance and repair tasks on equipment.
Both Functions:
Perform duties specified in written operating procedures established for County solid
waste facilities and apply rules and regulations developed for such facilities.
Unlock and open the entrance gate at the beginning of each operating day.
Close and lock the entrance gate at the end of each operating day.
Control the flow of traffic entering, exiting, and operating within the facility.
Provide instruction and direct customers to the appropriate unloading area(s).
Operate and maintain facility stockpiles and storage areas, including tires, appliances,
scrap metal, wood, recyclables, used motor oil, hazardous wastes, universal wastes, and
other items as directed.
Operate equipment necessary for the management and maintenance of stockpiles and
wastes requiring special handling, including tires, appliances, scrap metal, wood,
recyclables, used motor oil, and hazardous and universal wastes.
May be required to drive vehicles to transport materials or to operate construction
equipment, such as loaders or backhoes.
Travel to County disposal sites to collect, transport, and manage wastes requiring special
handling.
Inspect incoming loads and remove and manage salvageable or prohibited items as
directed.
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Solid Waste Gate Attendant

Identify, classify, store, consolidate, and manage hazardous wastes and universal wastes.
Perform random physical load inspections, record findings, handle hazardous and other
prohibited waste detected in the load in accordance with the County’s Load Checking
Program.
Assist with inspections of site facilities and reports on deficiencies.
Report on status of supplies.
Perform emergency response measures according to established procedures in the event
of fire or other emergency conditions.
Perform related duties as assigned.
TYPICAL PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS
Sit for extended periods; frequently stand, walk, stoop, kneel, and crouch; physical ability to
lift and carry objects weighing up to 50 pounds unassisted and greater than 50 pounds with
assistance; normal manual dexterity and hand-eye coordination; corrected hearing and vision
to normal range; verbal communication; use of equipment including hand and power tools,
hydraulic equipment, computers, printers, and telephones.
TYPICAL WORKING CONDITIONS
Work is performed outdoors in varying temperature, severe weather, and humidity condition;
work is performed in environment with constant noise; exposure to fumes, dust, grease, and
oils; exposure to moving equipment; exposure to electrical current; exposure to controlled
and hazardous substances, pesticides, herbicides, paints, and chemicals; frequent contact
with staff and the public. Incumbents are subject to working after hours, evenings, weekends,
holidays, and call-outs.
DESIRABLE QUALIFICATIONS
Knowledge of:
x

General clerical procedures, including handling cash transactions and basic recordkeeping.

x

Vehicle classifications and load capacities.

x

Basic arithmetic.

x

Occupational hazards and safe work practices.

Ability and willingness to:
x

Learn, interpret, understand, and apply pertinent laws, codes, regulations, policies,
and procedures.

x

Explain and enforce rules, regulations, policies, and procedures in a tactful and
courteous manner.

x

Follow established safe work rules, practices, policies, and procedures.

x

Perform a variety of unskilled and semi-skilled tasks in the maintenance and operation
of County landfills and transfer stations.
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Solid Waste Gate Attendant

x

Perform heavy physical labor.

x

Operate all required equipment, tools, and vehicles.

x

Clean, maintain, and make basic repairs to equipment and tools.

x

Recognize and locate conditions that require maintenance and repair work.

x

Identify hazardous wastes and apply established procedures for their proper handling.

x

Identify recyclable and salvageable materials and apply established procedures for
their proper handling.

x

Collect and count money, make change and issue receipts, use a cash box or register.

x

Reconcile cash against receipts and prepare bank deposits.

x

Perform required mathematical computations with accuracy.

x

Prepare and maintain accurate and complete records and reports in a legible manner
and according to prescribed procedures.

x

Communicate clearly and concisely, both orally and in writing.

x

Establish and maintain cooperative working relationships.

x

Understand and accurately follow oral and written directions.

x

Work effectively in the absence of supervision.

x

Maintain confidentiality.

Training and Experience:
Any combination of training and experience that would provide the required knowledge
and abilities is qualifying. A typical way to obtain the knowledge and abilities would be:
Prior experience as a landfill gate attendant or one year of experience operating light
equipment such as forklifts or backhoes or two years’ experience in retail sales
performing teller or cashier activities.
Special Requirements:
High school diploma or GED equivalent.
Possession of a valid California driver’s license.
Ability to obtain certification in a 40-hour HAZWOPER training course within 12 months of
hire and maintain that certification with annual refresher training.
Salary Range: 52

This job specification should not be construed to imply that these requirements are the
exclusive standards of the position. Not all duties are necessarily performed by each
incumbent. Additionally, incumbents will be required to follow instructions and to perform other
job related duties as may be required.
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APPENDIX G
Traffic Volume Data

Walker Landfill

Report of Disposal Site Information
January 2015
Mono County

Walker Landfill Traffic Volume Jan 2008‐Dec 2012
(based on total gate reciepts during period)

PEAK DAY

2008
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
June
July
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

DAILY AVG

Total

(12 operating days per month)

7
9
16
16
23
13
22
18
17
16
18
12

2
3
9
9
11
9
11
11
12
11
9
3

25
31
104
112
133
110
137
130
146
128
104
37

19
8
15
14
17
18
22
26
9
21
11
5

4
3
6
9
10
14
12
12
6
13
7
2

45
35
74
113
119
168
145
149
71
160
80
20

9
14
10
16
20
18
19
24
15
16
11
13

5
4
4
8
12
13
12
14
10
9
5
2

56
53
52
90
140
154
146
171
124
107
59
27

2009
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
June
July
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

2010
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
June
July
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

Walker Landfill
Traffic Volume 2008‐2012

PEAK DAY

DAILY AVG

Total

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May

9
14
10
13
19

5
4
4
8
9

56
53
52
100
104

June
July
Aug
Sep
Oct

20
15
10
20
14

20
12
8
8
12

160
92
67
60
92

Dec

13

6

47

Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
June
July
Aug
Sep
Oct

10
8
7
13
16
21
13
15
14
15

4
5
5
8
11
13
9
12
9
9

32
39
36
63
91
106
69
95
73
68

Dec

8

3

20

4
4
6
8
11
14
11
12
9
11
7
3

43
42
64
96
117
140
118
122
95
111
73
30

2011

(8 operating days per month)

2012

5‐year Average
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May
June
July
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

11
11
12
14
19
18
18
19
15
16
12
10

Walker Landfill
Traffic Volume 2008‐2012

160
140
120
100
80

5‐yr Avg Total

60

5‐yr Avg Peak Per Day

40
20
0
Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

25

Daily Vehicle Traffic

20
2008
2009

15

2010
2011

10

2012
5‐yr Avg

5

0
Jan Feb Mar Apr May June July Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

Walker Landfill
Traffic Volume 2008‐2012
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